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RÉSUMÉ
L’année 1885 a vu naître l’Etat Indépendant du Congo, le
Parti ouvrier belge et le journal Le Peuple. L’auteur du présent
mémoire s’est proposé d’éclairer l’une par l’autre les deux
grandes transformations qui se sont accomplies en Belgique de
1880 à 1920: l’élargissement de la démocratie et l’épanouisse
ment de l’esprit colonial.
Si, pour le guider dans l’étude de cette évolution, il s’en est
remis à Louis B e r t r a n d , c’est parce que ce co-fondateur du
Parti ouvrier belge et du Peuple lui est apparu comme particu
lièrement représentatif de l’opinion socialiste de son temps, par
sa personnalité, ses préoccupations et activités politico-sociales,
comme aussi par la limitation d’horizon qui en a résulté.
L’étude n’est donc pas une biographie de Louis B e r t r a n d .
Elle vise essentiellement à projeter un éclairage socialiste autorisé
sur le développement concomitant de la démocratie et de l’esprit
colonial en Belgique.
Cette analyse découvre à l’auteur — et ce sera là le résumé
de ses conclusions — qu’au fur et à mesure que le parti socialiste
a atteint ses objectifs dans la métropole, il a mis une sourdine
à sa désapprobation des initiatives coloniales. Certains de ses
membres en sont venus très tôt à considérer la colonisation
comme un phénomène inéluctable et à concevoir que leur devoir
était non plus de s’y opposer, mais d’en humaniser les effets
d’impact sur les populations des pays pris en charge. Plus tard,
nombreux devinrent les socialistes à s’enorgueillir à leur tour
de ce que le Congo était devenu une belle colonie belge.

SAMENVATTING
Het jaar 1885 zag de Onafhankelijke Congostaat ontstaan,
de Belgische Werkliedenpartij en het dagblad Le Peuple. De
auteur van onderhavige verhandeling stelde zich als doel de
grote wijzigingen die zich in België van 1880 tot 1920 voor
deden — het verruimen van de democratie en de bloei van een
koloniale geest — de ene door de andere te belichten.
Indien hij als leidraad voor deze studie Louis B e r t r a n d koos,
is het omdat deze medestichter van de Belgische Werklieden
partij en van Le Peuple hem een opvallend vertegenwoordiger
leek van de socialistische opvattingen van zijn tijd, dit door zijn
persoonlijkheid, zijn politiek-sociale bekommernissen en bedrij
vigheid, evenals door de beperking van zijn horizon die er
het gevolg van was.
De studie is dus geen biografie van Louis B e r t r a n d . Zij
bedoelt enkel een bevoegd socialistisch standpunt tegenover de
gelijktijdige ontwikkeling van de democratie en de koloniale
geest in België te belichten.
Deze ontleding laat de auteur toe te besluiten dat, naargelang
de socialistische partij haar doelwitten in het moederland be
reikte, zij haar afkeuring van de koloniale initiatieven verzachtte.
Sommige van haar leden kwamen er zeer vroeg toe de kolonisatie
als een onafwendbaar verschijnsel te beschouwen, en te menen
dat het hun plicht was, niet er zich tegen te verzetten, maar er
de schok van te verzachten voor de bevolkingen van de landen
die ten laste genomen werden. Later zouden talrijke socialisten
op hun beurt trots gaan op de schone Belgische kolonie die
Congo geworden was.

OUTLINE AND ABSTRACT
I. Introduction .
Birth in 1885 of the Congo Free State, the Belgian Labor Party, and
the Socialist newspaper Le Peuple.
Careers of Louis Bertrand and Emile Vandervelde compared.
Purpose of this study: Socialist light on Belgian democracy and
colonialism.
II. T he B roadening of B elgian D emocracy.
Limited or constitutional monarchy since 1830-1.
Universal suffrage, first in 1893, with plural vote until 1919.
Need for social and economic as well as political democracy.
Socialist or Labor Party program of 1885.
The monarchy in relation to the Congo as well as to democracy at
home.
III. T he A wakening of B elgian Colonialism .
Paradox: colonial empire a one-man achievement, yet the historic
realization of the Belgian people’s expansion efforts.
Psychological antipathy between Leopold II and the nation.
Topical analysis of the Socialist indictment of colonialism as roya
list, capitalist, clerical, militarist, inhumane, and distracting from
reforms with higher priority at home.
This unfair to Leopold, inadequate to explain all that was happen
ing.
Socialists’ early black-and-white judgments understandable.

IV. T he Evolution of Socialist C riticism of Colonialism .
A. The Heroic Epoch.
Scant early Socialist attention to the Congo.
Feeble opposition in Parliament to voting Leopold’s Congo title
(1885), or subscription of 10 million francs to Congo Ry.
(1889), or even loan of 25 million to Congo Free State
( 1890 ).
Socialist outcry against this last: Bertrand’s articles in Le Peuple,
and pamphlet on Léopold II et son règne.
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B. The Critical Period.
Entry into Parliament in 1894 of 28 Socialist representatives (in
cluding Bertrand and Vandervelde) and 2 Socialist senators.
The party “line,” and the colonial policy plank in the party’s
first electoral platform.
1. The Crisis of 1895.
Immediate reprise or annexation of the Congo by Belgium
expected for several months.
Why Leopold and the Belgian government substituted for
this two more loans: 6.85 million to the Congo State, and
5 million to the Congo Ry.
Bertrand’s and the Socialists’ strenuous opposition, but a
government victory in Parliament.
2. The Crisis of 1901.
Belgium’s right of reprise: should it be (a) exercised at once,
(b) renounced, or (c) retained for future decision?
Congophiles under Beernaert desiring (a), and Socialists de
siring (b), both overridden by king and ministry insisting
on (c).
Bertand less conspicuous in this crisis than Vandervelde,
whose clever proposal and eloquent warnings commanded
attention but could not alter the outcome.
3. The Crisis of 1904-6.
Humanitarian concerns becoming more insistent than financial
considerations.
Socialists’ dilemma: their allegations of atrocities in the Congo
might help a foreign imperial power to push Belgium out
of Africa; or their defence of the Congo as Belgian would
be a desertion of their past position regarding it.
Two years of investigation, report, and delay by Leopold and
his appointees: reforms inadequate, reprise forbidden.
Parliamentary activities of Bertrand, Vandervelde, and others
regarding military budget of 1905, and a proposed “Colo
nial Charter.”
C. The Climax of the Reprise. 1906-8.
Leopold’s veto of the reprise withdrawn: the problem no longer
whether but on what terms the Congo should be annexed.
Stubborn Socialist efforts to find an alternative to, or better
terms for, the reprise.
Divergence of Vandervelde from the party “line” of opposing it
to the end; his tour of the Congo to avoid voting on the
Treaty of Cession. Additional Act, and Colonial Charter.
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Reflections on the political maturity and effectiveness of Ber
trand and other Socialists in 1908 as compared with earlier
occasions. International recognition of the Congo as Belgian.
D. A fter 1908.
Bertrand continued for some time to blame the government for
its past Congo policy and to view the colony as a heavy lia
bility.
Other issues, and especially the World War I experience, chan
ged the perspective in which Socialists viewed colonialism.
Bertrand at a meeting of Le Congrès Colonial in 1920 calmly
heard K. Albert laud Leopold and the civilizing mission.
Bertrand’s weekly column for Le Soi/s “Tribune Libre”
(1919-26), and his Souvenirs (1927). Retirement from active
politics.
V. Conclusion .
Socialist Party eventually came to regard the Congo as “our beauti
ful colony” ( 1 9 2 9 ), and accepted responsibility in drafting a
“Program” (1956) for the Congo and Ruanda-Urundi.
Bertrand and his generation, if not going that far, had at least
tacitly dropped their early 6-point indictment of colonialism.
Bertrand’s unexpectedly magnanimous revised verdict on Leopold
relative to the Congo, in his Souvenirs.

I. INTRODUCTION
The year 1885 witnessed the birth of the Congo Free State,
the Belgian Labor Party, and the newspaper Le Peuple. An
ardent twenty-nine-year-old Socialist leader in both of the latter
ventures was to distinguish himself as an indefatigable opponent
of the first.
Brussels-born Louis B e r t r a n d , son of a marble cutter, follow
ed his father’s humble but self-respecting mode of life until
the workshop foreman discharged him on account of his Socialist
activities. Finding that his employer had taken care to “black
list” him with all the other marble works where his skill might
have been welcomed, young B e r t r a n d turned to journalism.
He had not only managed to support himself by writing and
publishing for six years, but had even married and begun to
raise a family, when these events occurred which propelled him
toward a career in national politics, (l)
Before proceeding further with the subject of colonialism
from the Belgian Socialist point of view, one may ask why
Louis B e r t r a n d is chosen as more typical of his party than
Emile V a n d e r v e l d e ( 1 8 6 6 - 1 9 3 8 ) . Was not the younger man
a much better writer and a more brilliant orator than B e r t r a n d ?
Did not V a n d e r v e l d e attain higher positions both nationally
and internationally, being a member of Belgium’s W orld W ar I
Cabinet and of several coalition ministries after the war, (2)
and becoming president of the Second or Socialist International ?
Yes; but at a particularly crucial period in the growth of Belgian
colonialism, V a n d e r v e l d e made a three-months’ personal tour
of inspection through the Congo, hoping to clarify his own and
his party’s thinking on the complex and emotionally charged
issues in the reprise, when Belgium took over as a colony the
(1) Louis B ertrand : Souvenirs d’un Meneur Socialiste (2 v., Brussels, 1927);
v. 1, pt. II, ch. 6 on loss of job; pt. Ill, ch. 2 on "Parti Ouvrier Belge” , ch. 4 on
Le Peuple.
(2) The nearest he came to being Prime Minister was in the “P oullet -V an 
dervelde ” cabinet of 1925-6, where he was Minister of Foreign Affairs, and
P oullet (Cath.) was at first Minister of Economic Affairs, later of Justice.
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former Congo Free State. (3) It was then that he outdistanced
his party by reaching before the First W orld W ar the stage of
accommodation with colonialism which it took most of his fellow
Socialists another decade or so to attain.
Besides that major though temporary divergence, there are
other interesting points of comparison and contrast between
these two representative Belgian Socialists. B e r t r a n d was
authentically proletarian in birth, early career, and lifelong
temperament: V a n d e r v e l d e came from a bourgeois family, had
a university education, and enjoyed financial independence.
B e r t r a n d also was old enough to have been associated with the
First or Marxian International, an experience which colored his
part as one of the founders of the Parti Ouvrier Belge, his many
writings in the columns of Le Peuple, and his speeches in
Parliament over three decades. Both B e r t r a n d and V a n d e r 
v e l d e were among the first twenty-eight Socialists sent to the
Chamber of Representatives in the momentous election of Octo
ber 1894. W hile V a n d e r v e l d e was a deputy for over 44 years,
(4) B e r t r a n d retired from active politics when he reached the
age of seventy. During his last seventeen years he wrote an
autobiography, (5) made an occasional public appearance as at
the Party’s 50th Anniversary, and knew the bitter sorrow of a
second German occupation without this time living to experience
the liberation.
One could interpret the difference between the careers of
B e r t r a n d and V a n d e r v e l d e as that between an insider and
an outsider. Both men were utterly devoted to the party of
the working class, its aims and its principles; and there is ample
evidence that their constituents rendered to each the affectionate
appreciation which was his due. But while one had the tenacity
and also the limited horizon which comes from the continuous
(3) Emile V andervelde : Les derniers jours de l’Etat du Congo (Paris and
Mons, 1909) is the journal of his voyage from 23 July to 25 Oct. 1908. See
also V andervelde : La Belgique et le Congo. Le Passé, le Présent, l’Avenir
(Paris, 1911).
(4) He last participated in debate on 22 Dec. 1938, only five days before
his death.
(5) Compare B ertrand ' s Souvenirs, already cited, with V andervelde ’s
Souvenirs d’un Militant Socialiste (Paris, 1939), which he dedicated to B ertrand
and four other of “mes vieux Amis et Compagnons de lutte” , but in which he
had time to carry his autobiography only through the Peace Conference of 1919.
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handling of concrete local problems, the other felt able and
sometimes compelled to escape to a new vantage point, a larger
perspective. V a n d e r v e l d e went to the Congo in 1908 : B e r 
t r a n d stayed to help marshal the opposition right down to the
stubborn voting on 20 August of the three bills about the
annexation of the Congo. Again, V a n d e r v e l d e accompanied
the Belgian government-in-exile whose headquarters from 1914
to 1918 were in France near le Havre, and he visited several
different Allied fighting fronts: B e r t r a n d stayed in the occupied
homeland. He had been since 1895 a communal councillor of
Schaerbeek, one of the major components of Greater Brussels;
there was no doubt that his rightful place was now in the
midst of his afflicted people, his neighbors who knew him as
the champion of the rights of organised labor, of universal suf
frage, of producers’ and consumers’ cooperatives, of mutual
savings societies, of low-cost housing, of park and recreation
facilities and other civic enterprises for their welfare. (6)
W hen King A l b e r t returned in 1918, B e r t r a n d was one of
the leaders of the occupied country whom he at once personally
questioned for advice about post-war policies, and the king
named him a Minister of State in the transitional government
until the parliamentary system was fully restored the following
year. ( 7 ) Considering the venomous words which B e r t r a n d
had formerly written and spoken, not only about A l b e r t ’s uncle
L e o p o l d II but about the institution of monarchy, this was a
major sign of national reconciliation.
This study is not, of course, a biography of B e r t r a n d , still
less of V a n d e r v e l d e . It does not describe the whole Socialist
movement nor the growth of the Labor Party in Belgium. It
does attempt to shed some light on two large transformations
which were taking place simultaneously from the 1880’s to the
(7) B ertrand : Souvenirs, v. 2, pt. V, chs. 3-9 on the war; ch. 10 on the
— : Schaerbeek pendant la guerre 1914-8 (Brussels, 1919).
— : Histoire de la Coopération en Belgique (2 v., Brussels, 1902-3).
— : Histoire de la Démocratie et du Socialisme en Belgique depuis 1830 (2 v.,
Brussels, 1906-7).
V andervelde , Vers la Souveraineté du Travail. Le Parti Ouvrier Belge, 1885-1925
(Brussels, 1925).
(7)
B ertrand : Souvenirs, v. 2, pt V, chs. 3-9 on the war; ch. 10 on the
interview with King A lbert at Lophem; ch. 11, esp. pp. 337-8 on the ministry
named 21 Nov. 1918.
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1920’s: one, the broadening of Belgian democracy, and the
other, the awakening of Belgian colonialism. Of the many issues
which confront twentieth century democracy, colonialism is one
of the most complicated and controversial. Of the several atti
tudes toward colonialism — the Liberal, the Catholic, and the
Socialist— the latter underwent he most interesting and radical
evolution. Of the various Socialists who were articulate about
colonialism, B e r t r a n d has been chosen as having left us the
most typical sequence of writings and speeches.
Our method will therefore be, first, to explain briefly what
our twin frames of reference, the broadening of democracy and
the awakening of colonialism, mean; then to review the instances
when the Congo question came up for lively public discussion,
and to watch and listen especially for what “citoyen B e r t r a n d ”
wrote and said about it.
II. THE BROADENING OF BELGIAN DEMOCRACY
Belgium in 1885 was by some standards a democratic country.
It was a popular revolution which in 1830 had freed the country
from its union with Holland under the Dutch king, W il l ia m I,
as arranged by the Congress of Vienna. Under the apprehensive
but on the whole friendly eyes of two other limited monarchies,
England and France, a National Congress of 200 members
chosen by some 30 000 electors from a population of about
4 000 000 had first drafted a liberal constitution, then found a
suitable king for Belgium. L e o p o l d I (1831-65) had not only
guided his adopted country through all the international crises
of his time, but also bequeathed to his son a crown under which,
to borrow a phrase of French origin, “the king reigns but does
not govern”, thanks to the vigorous parliamentary regime with
cabinet ministers responsible to a bicameral legislature accustom
ed to a two-party system.
But under L e o p o l d II (1865-1909) it became clear that,
unless the concept and practice of democracy were greatly enlar
ged, Belgium would actually lose ground while standing still,
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both by comparison with other European countries and by rea
son of the mounting tensions within her own political, social, and
economic structure. Take political representation. In 1831 the
constitution established the regime censitaire wherein only those
paying at least a certain amount of taxes had the right to vote
in Belgium. W hile England took long strides toward political
democracy with her Reform Bills of 1832, 1867, and 1884; while
France zig-zagged from the Orleans monarchy to the Second
Republic to the Second Empire to the Third Republic; and while
a ponderously unified German Empire approached universal suf
frage, — Belgium waited more than 60 years for constitutional re
vision. This came, despite the reluctance of most of the Liberal
or Catholic deputies and senators, largely as the result of the
vociferous and sometimes violent extra-parliamentary battle for
universal suffrage in which the Socialists made themselves con
spicuous.
The revision of 1893 was only a partial victory. Universal
suffrage, which meant that the 1.4 million men over 25 years of
age could now vote, instead of only the 120 000 former censi
taires, was tempered by the plural vote. Nearly 900 000 of the
new electors received one vote apiece. The other 500 000 electors,
because their property or educational qualifications entitled them
to one or even two extra votes apiece, had considerably more than
half of the country’s 2.2 million votes. (8) The Socialists de
nounced this as a clerical-bourgeois trick to rob the common man
of his political rights; but when the new system went into effect
in 1894, the Belgian Labor Party won 28 seats in the Chamber of
Representatives, confronting there 20 Liberals and 104 Catholics.
W hile the latter party saw its majority dwindle in successive elec
tions, it continued to man all the minitries, as it had done since
the last Liberal cabinet fell in 1884, until the First W orld War.
Universal suffrage pure and simple—one man, one vote— came
right after the war. (9) It became necessary, one might say nor(8) Compare the more precise figures used by B ertrand in an article in
Le Peuple, 13 July 1894, with others slightly divergent which he gave years
later in his Souvenirs, v. 2, pp. 9-10.
(9) Illustrating the results of this change, the first post-war elections (1919)
returned 73 Catholics, 70 Socialists, 34 Liberals, and 9 deputies of minor groups;
the general election of 1954 returned 95 Catholics, 86 Socialists, 25 Liberals,
and 6 others.
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mal, for cabinets to be either tripartite or coalitions between
two of the three major parties.
Important as were the winning of universal suffrage and cabi
net participation on the political plane, they were less ends in
themselves than means to the extension of democracy on social
and economic planes. One must discount the Socialist contention
that the other two parties were hopelessly fettered to reactionary
bourgeois capitalism, for a large share of credit goes to progres
sive Catholics and Liberals for improving the deplorable con
ditions under which the majority of Belgians three-quarters of a
century ago labored in factories and in mines and on the soil.
Workers then had only the right to accept the jobs offered them
or appeal to public charity. The laissez-faire individualism of the
nineteenth century refused them the right to unionize. Any
concerted strike exposed the workers to trial and condemnation
for conspiracy, even though the strike remained nonviolent. (10)
No wonder the Socialist program, adopted in August 1885
at Antwerp, seemed very revolutionary, though the word
“Labor” instead of “Socialist” was attached to the new Party.
Professed Socialists like Edward A n s e e l e representing Ghent’s
cooperative Vooruit (Forward), like B e r t r a n d from Brussels
and many delegates from elsewhere, made this concession in
order to keep the support of other delegates who were frightened
by “Socialism” because of the excesses and failures of the
recently expired First International. The program demanded,
besides universal suffrage, the right of labor to organize,
protective legislation regulating the labor of women and children,
reduction of the length of the working day, workers’ insurance
for accident and illness and old age, a tax on incomes, and the
republican system of government. Belgium now has all but
the last.
Since the Socialist attitude toward the monarchy during the
reign of L e o p o l d II came to turn upon the Congo enterprise as
inseparable from the question of preserving and extending demo
cracy at home, this is the point at which to explain the awakening
of colonialism in Belgium.
(10) R. H islaire : Political Parties (in J.A. G oris (ed.), Belgium, Berkeley
and Los Angeles, 1945, ch. 8, esp. pp. 100-1).
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III. THE AW AKENING OF BELGIAN COLONIALISM
The modern colonial empire of Belgium is a paradox.
II created it without, even contrary to, the will of the
Belgian nation. Yet it crowned a long series of efforts by
Belgians forming part of the movement of European expansion
of which the Crusades were the first sustained example.
G odfrey of Bouillon , who from his bronze steed still domi
nates the Place Royale of Brussels, founded the Kingdom of
Jerusalem in 1099; Baldw in , the Latin emperor of Constanti
nople during the Fourth Crusade, was also of Belgian origin;
and “the number of more obscure, though no less heroic Crusaders
from Belgian territories, was proportionately great”. (11) After
the discovery of the New W orld and of new routes to the Orient,
but long before this Belgium became a distinct political and terri
torial entity, her sons’ eagerness to go everywhere and try anything
was matched only by their disregard for the colors of the flags
under which they served. They marched with the “Spanish” con
quistadors in the sixteenth century; they settled with the “D utch”
along the Hudson in the seventeenth; from the “Austrian”
Netherlands in the eighteenth, they launched so hopefully the
Ostend Company that the envious maritime powers led by
England forced the Holy Roman Emperor to suppress it. Be
coming "French” from 1794 to 1814, they were liberated and at
the same time incorporated into what seemed momentarily the
world’s greatest empire. Even after N apoleon let them down,
their unpopular union from 1815 to 1830 with Holland had its
compensations: the opportunities of the Dutch East Indies were
open to them through their own great port of Antwerp. They
had reason to regret the loss of these as the price of indepen
dence, for Holland controlled the mouth of the Scheldt River
and levied tolls on Antwerp’s shipping until 1863, when they
paid a huge sum to end that tribute.
L e o p o l d I realized the danger of economic suffocation for a
small, densely populated country which the Industrial Revolution
Leo po ld

(11) F.A. M orlion : The History of Christianity in Belgium (in Goris,
Belgium, ch. 15, p. 218).
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was rendering increasingly dependent on access to raw materials
and markets for her finished products. But his reign saw the
failure of such significant efforts to meet this problem as two
commercial enterprises, aimed respectively at Abyssinia and at
the Guinea coast of Africa, and an attempted colony of settlement
in the Central American republic of Guatemala. His son, while
Duke of Brabant, traveled extensively in the Orient, from Egypt,
Palestine, and Turkey to China and the East Indies, bringing back
a spiritual horizon irreconcilable with the narrow limits of his
European realm. As L e o p o l d II, he tried during the early years
of his reign, but without success, to buy for his people the
Philippine Islands from Spain or a colony from the Dutch or
Portuguese possessions. How his persistent opportunism, from
the Brussels Geographical Conference of 1876 to the Berlin Con
ference of 1884-5, transformed the International African Asso
ciation into the Congo Free State with himself as its absolute
sovereign is a story too well known to need retelling here. (12)
Why did the nation, with the exception of small groups and
selected individuals, display such indifference at the outset to the
blue flag with the lone gold star? And why subsequently did
there arise so many hostile expressions ranging from doubt to
downright disapproval ?
Any explanation which ignored the past aptitude and current
need of the Belgians for colonial expansion would be as inade
quate as it would be unjust to deny the largest personal credit to
the king. There seemed to be a fundamental misunderstanding
between him and his people, a basic psychological antipathy,
which grew worse rather than better as the reign progressed. He
was proud, sensitive, and terribly lonely; they felt rejected,
menaced, deprived of things due to them simply as human beings.
The result was increasing incompatibility between colonialism as
practiced in the autocratic Leopoldian state and democracy strug
gling for realization in the Belgian nation. One had to yield.
(12) A.J. W auters : Histoire Politique du Congo Beige (Brussels, 1911),
chs. 1-8. R.S. T homson : La Fondation de l’Etat Indépendant du Congo (Brussels,
1933). — : Historical Development [Belgian Congo] (in Goris, Belgium, ch. 25).
J. Stengers : La place de Léopold II dans l’histoire de la colonisation (in
La Nouvelle Clio, 9, Oct. 1950, pp. 515-536).
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Democracy prevailed by paying a price and undertaking to de
monstrate a radically different type of colonialism from that of
the past.
Disapproval of the old type of colonialism pointed to six
cardinal sins of the Congo State. The Socialists were by no means
the only ones who saw them. The normal Belgian was sooner or
later acutely aware of perhaps two or three. Which ones struck
him depended on various factors, his religious views, his political
inclinations, the amount and sources of his income. W hat was
abnormal, so to speak, about the Socialists was their sensitivity
to all six. Their opponents accused them of exaggeration,
distortion, even invention of falsehoods or appropriation of other
people’s lies; but they persisted in their anti-colonial campaign.
Speaking for the working class in general and for Belgian labor
in particular, they denounced colonialism because:
It was royalist, and they were republicans. Though their
Socialist comrades in England and Germany tolerated if they did
not exactly love Queen or Kaiser, the anti-monarchical French
attitude came to Belgium with refugees in the 1850’s from Louis
Napoleon’s coup d’état against the Second Republic and in the
1870’s from the fall of the Commune. And while they were
struggling to curb and democratize the Belgian monarchy, they
feared its contamination from the Congo autocracy which they
could not alter.
It was capitalist, and they believed in the class struggle of pro
letariat against bourgeoisie. If the Congo was going to be a
business failure, Belgium should have none of it; if a success,
the king and his capitalist accomplices would reap all the profits,
the taxpayers bearing the expenses.
It was clerical, and they were more vociferous than the Liberals
in their determination to exclude the Catholic Church from
politics. References to Belgium’s mission to civilize and Chris
tianize the Congo they derided as pious hypocrisy concealing more
sordid motives.
It was militarist, and they believed that nationalist and impe
rialist wars could be averted by realizing the horizontal or inter
national solidarity of the working class. Rivalry over colonies
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accentuated the vertical rifts in the human race. Belgium of all
countries, with the advantage and the responsibility of her neutra
lity ought not to compromise this by becoming involved through
the Congo in wars of any kind.
It was inhumane, and they were the champions of the oppressed
and underprivileged abroad as well as at home. They showed
horror, but little surprise, when stories of Congo atrocities began
to circulate. Such were the practices they expected of royalists,
capitalists, clericals, and militarists anywhere, but especially in
collusion, in a far-off country, beyond control by the people’s
true representatives.
It was distracting, and they refused to be delayed or frustrated
any longer in the achievement of reforms badly needed right in
Belgium. The Socialists felt that their opponents were using the
Congo civilizing mission, in itself a cruel hoax, as an excuse for
putting off any alleviation of deplorable conditions at home.
This sweeping indictment, for all its earnest intensity, was
manifestly unjust to L e o p o l d and inadequate as an explanation
for the awakening of Belgian colonialism. It charged that he,
in complicity with all the “wrong” elements in his country and in
reckless competition with Europe’s other nationalist and im
perialist leaders of the period, acquired an empire which the
Belgians neither needed nor wanted. It implied that they, inno
cent of any previous part in European expansion, suddenly acqui
red the techniques along with the mentality of a colonial power,
overlaid with remorse for all that L e o p o l d had done and a
resolve henceforth to do everything “right”.
As we turn from our topical analysis of the Socialists’ indict
ment to the chronological sequence of occasions when they raised
their voice about the Congo, we should remember that their habit
of calling everything either white or black was formed while
their supporters were completely denied political representation.
The habit continued to be their principle of strategy as a small
opposition party. It yielded gradually, however, to more mature
and realistic tactics as they learned not only the responsibilities
of a “loyal opposition” but also the hope of eventual participation
in the government.
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IV. THE EVOLUTION OF SOCIALIST CRITICISM
OF COLONIALISM
From the 1880’s to the 1920’s, evolving Socialist criticism of
colonialism in general, and particularly of the Congo State, went
through four successive phases. There was the herioc epoch until
about 1894; then came a series of crises up to 1906, the grand
climax of the reprise, and the aftermath following 1908.
A. The Herioc Epoch
This phrase was chosen by an unusually well informed obser
ver (13) to characterize the period in Congo history when
exploration, including S t a n l e y ’s last two expeditions, was in
the ascendant and before exploitation began to be systematically
developed. Heroic also, in a somewhat different but not totally
unrelated sense, were the exertions which the Socialist leaders
like Louis B e r t r a n d put into the advancement of their party and
the success of Le Peuple, whose early masthead proclaimed itself
the “Daily Organ of Socialist Democracy”. The fact that in his
personal contribution of fifty-two signed articles in the first
year (14) he did not once mention the Congo, and that only two
of the other feature writers did so, (15) indicates what a long
(13) W auters in his Histoire Politique du Congo Beige entitles Livre II
“l’Epoque Héroïque, 1880-1891” , followed by Livre III “La Politique Nouvelle
& [’Exploitation du Domaine Privé, 1892-1901” . Even better than this, or any
of his earlier books, to convey a sense of the dramatic unfolding of knowledge
about the "Dark Continent" is a perusal of Le Mouvement Géographique, a
periodical (at first every two weeks, later weekly) of which W auters was founder,
editor, and chief contributor from 6 April 1884 until its interruption in 1914.
(14) 17 and 20 Dec. 1885; 6, 11, 16, 22, 28 Jan.; 9, 10, 22, 28 Feb.;
11, 23, 28 March; 5, 16, 20, 22 April; 8, 13, 31 May; 1, 11, 14, 21, 26, 29 June;
3, 1 6 , 19, 31 July; 3, 7, 31 Aug. ;13, 17, 21, 29 Sept.; 10, 11, 19, 27 Oct.;
1, 3, 12, 22, 27, 29 Nov.; 5, 6, 13, 31 Dec. 1886.
(15) Jean V olders warned (5/1 /8 6 ) that the illegal “mariage” between
Belgium and the Congo might force Belgium to develop both a fleet and an
army. Adolphe V an C auberg wrote (7/2 /8 6 ) that the country which needs to
be civilized is ours, not the Congo; (6/3 /8 6 ) that the proposed Loterie du Congo,
if the government authorizes it, will be a colossal swindle; (29/3/86) that brutal
repression of workers’ demonstrations in the Liège district is making that our
“Congo-Beige” ; whether in Africa or Belgium, if you treat men like savages,
they become so. Typical of the few sporadic raps at the Congo was an anonymous
sarcastic reference to the rivalry between “the Coburg” (L eopold II) and
“the Cardinal” (L avigerie , founder of the missionary W hite Fathers) for control
of the means of saving the Africans’ souls (19/6/86).
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list of other subjects claimed prior attention of the workers in
those early days.
B e r t r a n d , having brought to the founding of Le Peuple his
experience as “former editor of the Voix de l’Ouvrier", (16)
devoted part of his efforts to expounding basic party doctrine.
In “Socialisme Pratique” (17) he laid down the principle that
it was the task of the State to become the instrument of social
justice and well-being for all, especially the deserving poor. In
"Les Cahiers du Travail” (18) he drafted the instructions which
the workers would give to their elected representatives, if they
were allowed to have any. After universal suffrage, which, of
course, headed the list, came ten other points reminiscent of the
Labor Party program adopted the previous year at Antwerp, now
curiously emphasizing the workers’ need for protection from the
labor of inmates in prisons and convents . During the month of
May 1886, B e r t r a n d and two other Labor candidates stood for
the provincial elections. As expected, they lost in the balloting
but gained in their own experience and the object lesson to their
future electors. (19)
Even if Bertrand and any of his friends had been in Par
liament during these years, they would have had little opportunity
to speak or to vote on matters relating to the Congo. The reso
lution authorizing Leopold , while remaining King of Belgium,
to become Sovereign of the Congo Free State had been passed
with but one opposing vote in the Chamber and one in the
Senate during April 1885, before either the Labor Party or
Le Peuple was founded. W ith similar docility Parliament in
July 1889 passed a law authorizing the Belgian government to
subscribe 10 million francs at 3 1/2 % toward the capital of the
Congo Railway Company for connecting Matadi by rail with
Stanley Pool, thus overcoming the barrier which the cataracts
presented to commerce with the vast interior basin. O f 94 present
in the Chamber, 88 voted yes and the other 6 abstained, one of
(16) He was so characterized among the listed staff members of Le Peuple
in its first number, 13/12/85; note the First Anniversary number, 13/12/86,
with portraits of B ertrand and six other members of its editorial committee.
(17) His first feature article, 17/12/85.
(18) Le Peuple, 7/8/86.
(19) Le Peuple, passim, esp. 13/5/86
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them pointedly remarking that he thought the 10 million could
be better used in Belgium. (20) Of 50 Senators present, 49 voted
yes and one abstained—'as his way of protesting the failure of
the local railway line from Brussels to reach the arrondissement
which he represented! (21)
S u c h myopic statesmanship as expressed by these lonely dissen
ters was challenged during 1890 by several almost simultaneous
events: the Brussels Anti-Slavery Conference, the triumphal visit
of the explorer and empire-builder S t a n l e y to Belgium, the
announcement of L e o p o l d ’s will bequeathing the Congo to the
Belgian nation, the loan of 25 million francs which the Congo
State sought from the Belgian government, and the celebration
of the 25th year of L e o p o l d ’s reign, which was also the 60th
of the country’s freedom. Since money, the King-Sovereign’s
need for it and the taxpayers’ duty to provide it, was the common
denominator in all these developments, many besides the Social
ists began to take alarm. L e o p o l d had been spending about a
million francs of his own income each year (22) and finding it
totally inadequate to finance exploration, the suppression of the
slave-trade by Arabs reaching the upper Congo from farther east,
and other measures necessary for the opening of his African
realm to European civilization and commerce, of which the
Congo Railway was soon to become a controversial symbol. (23)
The Socialists paid scant attention at first to the foreign
diplomats unhurriedly conferring in Brussels. (24) If the powers
which in 1885 at Berlin had proclaimed the Congo basin a freetrade area were willing, despite Dutch and American opposition,
to allow L e o p o l d to impose customs duties up to 10 % on
imports into the region so that he could make war on the Arab
slave-traders, that was the diplomats’ affair. (25) But the king
was impatient, afraid they might not sign, aware that he must
(20) Chambre des Représentants, Annales, 1888-9, PP- 1671-6, 1693-1700.
(21) Sénat, Annales, 1888-9, pp. 475-8.
(22) No one knew the exact amount, but B ertrand admitted years later in
his Souvenirs, v. 2, pp. 139-40, that this was probably true.
(23) R.J. C ornet : La Bataille du Rail. La construction du chemin de fer de
Matadi au Stanley Pool (Brussels, 1947).
(24) Le Peuple, 30/1/90.
(25) Mouvement Géographique, 6/7/90, pp. 57-60, text of the General Act of
the Brussels Conference.
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have still more money. So he applied through his Belgian
ministers directly to the Belgian Parliament for the 25-millionfranc loan, 5 million at once and 2 million annually for the next
ten years. The lavish reception to S t a n l e y in April, the
“revelation” of the king’s touchingly generous will, (26) and
the fêtes dynastiques in July were cleverly timed and planned
to wash down this mammoth pill.
B e r t r a n d a n d his co lleag u es sp lu ttered in im p o te n t rage.
“W h o ’ll p ay fo r a ll this tra la la ? T h e g o o d B elg ian citizen ” ,
ex claim ed Le Peuple (27) o n th e day o f S t a n l e y ’s arriv a l by
special tra in fro m P aris, to be g re e te d by th re e c o u rt carriag es,
crow ds, m usic, flag s, d isplay s o f ivory, reception s, a n d speeches
d u rin g th e en su in g w eek. (28) N e x t day th e S ocialist o rg an
b lu n tly called h is v isit to B russels a b ig ad v e rtisin g stu n t fo r
th e im p e n d in g C o n g o lo an . T h e M o n d ay a fte r S t a n l e y ’s d e p a rt
u re, B e r t r a n d d ev o ted o n e o f h is sig n ed articles, w h ich w ere
a t th is p e rio d a lm o st a re g u la r w eekly fix tu re, to “ L a P ro p riété
au C o n g o ” . (29) W h a t is h a p p e n in g in A frica, h e a rg u ed , co n 
d em n s once m o re p riv a te p ro p e rty as ro b b ery ; it ju stifies th e
S ocialist d e m a n d fo r co llective p ro p e rty in th e in tere st o f a ll m en.
M o re sig n ifican t th a n h is d o ctrin a ire reaso n in g w as th e asso rt
m e n t o f a u th o ritie s h e cited : R o u sse a u , P r o u d h o n , H en ry
G e o rg e , a n d S t a n l e y ! T h e la tte r, h e rep o rted , h a d in recent
co n v ersatio n su g g ested th a t by arm in g th e A rab s in C en tral
A frica o n e co u ld co n q u e r n o t o nly th e S u d an — S t a n l e y ’s last
e x p e d itio n h a d b een to “rescu e” E m in P a s h a fro m th e re— b u t
a ll N o rth A frica, even E gy pt; it w o u ld tak e m oney, h ow ev er,
a t least £ 3 m illio n .
O n e is le ft to sp ecu late w h e th e r S t a n l e y h a d b een ind iscreet
in h in tin g th a t L e o p o l d m ig h t do b e tte r to u se th e A rab s as
allies in co n q u est th a n to ex term in a te th em as slav e-trad ers; or
(26) T homson ('in Goris: Belgium, p. 373) says the royal will was predated
2 Aug. 1889, in a transparent attempt to make the public believe that there was
no connection between its drafting and the request for money.
(27) Unsigned article, 19/4/90. Stanley ’s coming had been foretold by
Le Peuple as far back as 14 March; other pertinent references on 13, 14, 20, 21,
22, and 24 April.
(28) Contrast Le Peuple’s gloom with the enthusiastic acclaim of "Stanley
Africanus” by Le Mouvement Géographique, 20/4/90, including his portrait.
(29) Le Peuple, 28/4/90.
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clever in mentioning so huge a sum that, when the Belgians were
asked to furnish only a third of that amount, they would count
themselves lucky; or a little of both.
Parliament was called into extraordinary session to receive
on 9 July the terms of the projected loan and of the king’s will
desiring Belgium to have the Congo after his death—or even
earlier, said an accompanying letter, if it should please her to
contract ties with it during his lifetime. (30) There was no way
for the Socialists to prevent the law from being passed, but
they could and did make themselves as disagreeable as they
dared. By boldness, cunning, and hypocrisy complained the
editors of Le Peuple in unison, Belgium will be robbed of 25 mil
lion, to join the 10 million already put into the Congo Railway;
but some day the real people will punish their present capitalist
masters. (31) Since B e r t r a n d already had his Monday articles
for the month of July planned on another subject, he took as his
special project the writing of an 80-page pamphlet on Léopold II
et son Règne (1865-1890) to curdle the joy of the 25th Anni
versary celebrations. It was published in five 16-page brochures,
separately sub-titled, at ten centimes apiece, beginning on 5 July
and spaced a few days apart. The climax came in the last
instalment, “Léopold II et le Congo”, where this civilizer, this
would-be abolisher of the slave trade, was held up to bitterest
scorn.
To civilize the African negroes, to combat slavery, is certainly a
good thing. But why go so far for that?
If there is a Central Africa, there is also a Central Belgium!
If there are blacks in Africa who need to be civilized, there are
also whites in Belgium who are in the same plight.
But no, civilizing the Belgians, instructing them, bettering their
social and moral and intellectual condition is too trivial a thing.
Leopold the civilizer does not give it a thought. Only the blacks
preoccupy him.
And slavery?
Does it exist only in Africa?
(30) Chambre des Représentants, Documents, Session Extraordinaire 1890,
pp. 18-21.
(31) Le Peuple, 11/7/90; other pertinent refs, on 29, 30 June; 13, 15, 17,
25 July.
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Doesn’t Belgium also have its slaves, economically and socially
speaking?
Aren’t there thousands and thousands of Belgians among us whose
condition is as deplorable as that of the blacks of Africa?
Are our miners who spend 12 to 14 hours a day underground so
happy that there’s no room for bettering their lot?
Are our factory workers any less to be pitied, having to work long
hours in unhealthy factories for a few francs a week?
Doesn’t misery in Belgium every year kill proportionately as many
men, women, and children as the slave-trade in Africa?
Absolutely!
So if the king wished to take up a humanitarian task, he would
have first of all to make sacrifices for civilizing the Belgian slaves,
and work for their economic and political emancipation.
Now what will the Chamber do?
W ill it vote the 25 million loan, or will it let the king go bankrupt
with his elephant of a Congo?
It will vote it, naturally, being sufficiently tamed for that; but the
king, the ministers, the Parliament, and the système censitaire will
have another shame on their ledger.
If the pitcher goes to the well once too often, it could break
tomorrow and the fragments could be hurled at the two crowns of
Leopold, and knock them to the ground! (32)

The voting was a real anticlimax. Only one representative out
of 96 voted no on 25 July, and five days later only 3 senators
out of 56 abstained. (33) Certain conditions in the loan con
vention which B e e r n a e r t for Belgium and V a n E e t v e l d e for
the Congo State had negotiated between them, and which seemed
acceptable to the great majority of the legislators at the time,
should be noted here because they came to have heightened
significance later. The Congo State was not to contract any
new loan without the Belgian government’s consent. Six months
after the end of the decade over which the loan instalments
were spread, Belgium was to have the right to annex the
Congo State, assuming its responsibilities and framing a law
to regulate how it should be governed. If at that time Belgium
(32) B ertrand : Leopold 11 et son Règne, pp. 66-7, 79-80.
(33) In the Chamber, both the eloquent J anson (one of six abstainers in 1889
on the Congo Ry. bill) and the stubborn N eujean (the lone no in 1885 on
L eopold ’s Congo title) expressed apprehension—but voted yes. Ch. Reps., Annales,
Sess. Extr. 1890, pp. 107-122; Sen., Annales, Sess. Extr. 1890, pp. 57-76.
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should decide not to annex the Congo, the principal of the loan
was not to be due for another six years, but the 25 million was
to begin to yield 3 1/2 % interest.
For the next few years, the issue of Belgian colonialism receded
into the background. The formula of the purely personal union
between Belgium and the Congo, despite these financial ties and
these conditions envisaging possible annexation, enabled the
Sovereign through the services of some Belgians and other
Europeans to pursue one set of objectives in Africa, while under
their constitutional King the great majority of Belgians were
preoccupied with a different set at home. But another crisis was
nearly inevitable because L e o p o l d ’s role in the Congo was so
radically different from that in Belgium, and because conditions
in both places were undergoing such rapid changes. As Sovereign
he embarked on a program for energetically exploiting the
resources of his realm, without waiting for the painfully slow
advance of the Congo Railway to cover (by 1898) the 400-kilo
meter route around the cataracts, or for the war against the Arab
slave-traders (1892-4) to free the Upper Congo from their
depredations. He also schemed and dreamed all his life of
becoming Pharaoh, or of at least extending his possessions to
include a portion of the Nile basin. (34) Meanwhile, within
Belgium the greatest stride was taken toward political democracy
by the revision of the constitution in 1893 to give all men over
twenty-five the suffrage, although it was encumbered with the
plural vote which gave a wealthier 37 % of them approximately
60 % of the voting power. Whereupon the Socialists began to
enter their promised land, after a long journey through the extraparliamentary wilderness during the herioc epoch.
B. The Critical Period
At the moment of their entry into Parliament in November
1894, the Socialists’ 28 representatives and 2 senators were
guided on the issue of colonialism, as on all other important
ones, by what may be called the “party line”. The sources of
(34)
W auter S: Hist. Pol. du Congo Belge, Livre IV, “A la Conquête du N il”,
esp. ch. 22, “Etre Pharaon” ; also ch. 29 about the Lado Enclave. On this last,
for more details see Mouvement Géographique, 13 and 20 May, and 3 June 1906.
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this guidance were, on the one hand, the rather diffuse but
vital mass of writings and speeches by recognized party leaders
and workers, past and present, including of course the voice of
Le Peuple-, and, on the other hand, the resolutions or platforms
or statements of policy discussed and voted upon at successive
party congresses. On the one hand, as we have noted during the
heroic period, a forceful man like B e r t r a n d , acting under the
stimulus of successive events and circumstances, could set the
tone—especially a discordant one, a danger signal, like the tirade
against the Congo loan of 1890—which would echo long after
wards. On the other hand, regular congresses of the Belgian
Labor Party were held every spring, and an extraordinary congress
could be convened at other times if a situation should arise in
which the party needed to give a clearer mandate than it already
possessed. In this way old policies could be confirmed or restated
or revised and new ones adopted, and individual members who
had recently written or spoken could discover whether they were
in or out of “line".
The 26-point platform on which these Socialist candidates,
including both B e r t r a n d and V a n d e r v e l d e , had successfully
campaigned (35) began with the demand for universal suffrage
at the age of twenty-one and no plural vote, and concluded with
this statement about “Colonial Policy” :
The deputies elected under the patronage of the Labor Party will
refuse to support every attempt at colonisation having for its aim or
necessary consequence the exploitation of peoples or races called inferior.
In respect to the Congo Free State, they will refuse every present sub
sidy, and will demand that a thorough and impartial inquiry shall
enable the real situation to be known.
Until the results of this inquiry are known, the attitude of the party
remains reserved.

In his attitude of watchful waiting, the absence of B e r t r a n d ’s
former shrill anti-royalism indicated the lack of any relevant
crisis in the last four years, but the fundamentally belligerent
tone remained, ready to be turned on full blast in case of any
new provocation. (36)
(35) Text in Le Peuple, 7/9/94.
A. S t e n m a n s : La Reprise du Congo par la Belgique. Essai d’histoire
parlementaire et diplomatique ( B r u s s e ls , 19 4 9 , p p . 1 6 3 - 4 ) , m isse s th is to n e w h e n
(3 6 )
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1. The Crisis of 1895
The occasion for testing the sentiment of Parliament and the
nation on the colonial issue arose at the opening of the new year.
“Here it comes, the annexation of the Congo”, warned Le Peuple
with bitter sarcasm. (37)

Cheer up, everybody: good peasants, for the relief of whose recent
flood losses a scant million couldn’t be found; government employees,
who are shown an empty treasury whenever you ask for better salaries;
workers, for whom there are no resources whenever reforms in your
favor are proposed. Henceforth millions can be found — to save the
king’s enterprise and the companies financially interested in the Congo.
And if the Congo swallows up only your money, the fruit of your labor,
consider yourselves lucky. It might also seize your children and send
them, if they escape its fevers, to face the Arabs’ bullets.

Until about the middle of May, it was generally expected that
the Belgian government could and would put through Parliament
the legislation necessary to turn the Congo Free State into a
Belgian colony. (38) Then the project was withdrawn and
Belgium was asked to make two more loans, of 6.85 million

he says that the party congress, "without in the least condemning the policy of
colonialism, was content to write into its platform the demand for a thorough
official inquiry”. In his careful, detailed, and on the whole excellent book,
Stenmans is not at his best in dealing with the Socialists. He seems unaware here
of how far committed they already were to anti-colonialism before 1894. He sees
a "complete change” in the attitude of Le Peuple in March 1895, a few days
after the 24 Feb. extraordinary congress of the party; “from then on, the Socialist
party becomes an irreducible and blind adversary of annexation” (185). Stubborn,
yes, but not absolutely inflexible; and was not their eyesight, if anything, too
sharp at times? Of most of the Socialists in Parliament, and he names practically
all who made speeches there, he forms a very poor estimate; he represents Louis
B ertrand as harping on “griefs already a thousand times aired” (198), or
uttering "things stupid or beside-the-point” (200). Some he calls vulgarly
incendiary; some maliciously fought the royal entreprise, "wishing to strike
the author through his work”. For a few of them, notably V andervelde ,
he professes some respect; but when these showed a more "reasoned policy", he
says they were either "borrowing from the radical Left its traditional arguments”—
as if they had none of their own to contribute— or “approaching the Right, seduced
by the advantages and the grandeur of colonisation" (164). Certainly not by the
kind of colonialism which both B ertrand and V andervelde always condemned !
The chief value of Stenmans ’ book is that he has patiently combined the details
of parliamentary maneuvering and of Belgium’s diplomatic relations with foreign
countries so as to make the route and rate of progress toward the final reprise
intelligible.
(37) Unsigned article in Le Peuple, 5/1/95.
(38) In the strongly pro-annexationist Mouvement Géographique one can fol
low at two-week intervals the developing situation as its editor, A.J. W auters ,
saw it, from the leading article in # 1 of vol. X II (6 Jan. 1895) until the
admission in # 1 1 (26 May) that “the project of annexation probably will not be
discussed this session”.
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francs to the Congo Free State, and 5 million to the Congo
Railway Company. It is now known how largely this about-face
was L e o p o l d ’s own decision; how he first favored annexation
because any possible revenues from the Congo seemed so hope
lessly small and slow in coming, while its indebtedness kept
mounting; how suddenly in the spring of 1895 he received
encouraging reports about the yield of rubber and ivory col
lections. (39) As he regained hope of keeping the Congo under
his own control, even though he must quickly pry nearly 12 mil
lion from the Belgian treasury for its immediate necessities, he
decided not to part before death with the legacy which he had
told the nation five years earlier it would ultimately receive. Yes
there would be a struggle over the loans: the Socialist critics
who had been so noisy on the subject outside Parliament in 1890
w'ere now' inside and determined to fight. During the months
when the immediate reprise was under discussion, however, the
Socialists had made it clear they w'ould fight that also. A hopeless
fight, if preventing either the annexation or the loans by their
minority votes were all that counted; but not a useless fight,
since they had a point of view to make known and a program
for the future to advance. Incidentally, they needed to learn a
great deal about the complicated, exciting strategy and tactics
of conducting Parliamentary business.
Louis B e r t r a n d made himself conspicuous in four sectors of
the battlefield. He continued his contribution of frequent signed
articles as weilll as much other material to the columns of Le
Peuple. Next, at an extraordinary Labor Party congress on 24
February, he hellped to engineer the almost unanimous adoption
of an ordre du jour flatly repudiating colonialism.
The Labor Party:
Considering the absolute necessity for the Chambers to occupy them
selves before all else with bettering the lot of the Belgian working class,
Rejects any colon;al policy and repudiates whatever engagements
the conservative majority might contract for this purpose.

This was the last but briefest of three resolutions offered for
the party’s consideration, and the congress might have wasted

(39) J. Stengers : La première tentative de reprise du Congo (Bulletin de
la Société Royale Belge de Géographie, 1949, pp. 1-80).
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time discussing rival phrasings if B e r t r a n d had not moved to
adopt the shortest as the main order of the day, letting the two
wordier ones stand as its explanatory preface. (40) Furthermore,
he was one of the 4 Socialist deputies, the others being V a n d e r v e l d e , F u r n é m o n t , and A. D e f u i s s e a u x , who with 3 Liberals
and 14 Catholics constituted the Commission des XXL Em
powered originally to consider the projected Treaty of Cession,
this commission later discussed and reported to the Chamber on
the loans proposed. (41) Finally, B e r t r a n d made one of the
major opposition speeches when the proposals reached the floor
of the Chamber of Representatives for discussion and voting on
26-27 June.
By this time the arguments and the vulnerable points of each
side were fairly well known to the other. W hy did L eopold II
as Sovereign of the Congo so urgently need nearly 7 million
francs? The anti-colonialists were scandilized to learn that,
despite the condition laid down in 1890 forbidding the Congo
State to contract any new loan without the Belgian government’s
consent, Leopold had essentially done just th a t. Unless this sum
were paid to a certain M. DE Browne de T iege by 1 July, he
would become the owner of sixteen million hectares of the best
Congo land, which had been “hypothecated” to him. There was
also the question why Belgium should lend or suscribe any more
money to the Congo Railway. W hy had the governement failed
to send technical experts to the Congo to investigate and report
on the progress or feasibility of a railway from M atadi around
the cataracts to Leopoldville? W hile the Commission of XXI
did ask the governement to send some technical investigators,
and while it did request that the Congo State (meaning Leopold ,
of course) be reminded not to borrow money or alienate land
again without Belgian consent, it could not find any alternative
to recommending, by a ten-to-five vote, (42) that both loans
should be made.
(40) Mouv. Géog., 3 March 1895.
(41) Ch. Reps., Documents, Session 1894-5, # # 2 2 1 , 222, 242, 243.
(42) The “five” who on several occasions stood together against the majority
of "the X X I” included B ertrand , the other three Socialist members, and the
Radical-Liberal, Georges L orand . Besides the Ch. Reps., Documents (cited in
note 41), see articles in Le Peuple of 19 and 20 May, and 21, 22, 24, and 27 June,
for disclosures about what went on inside the Commission; also Mouv. Géog. of
17 Feb. and 23 June 1895.
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Two days of loud, angry debate preceded their actual passage
by the Chamber of Representatives. The opposition seized the
initiative, both in set speeches full of their stock arguments and
in heckling the government supporters by shouted interruptions
which spoiled the latter’s attempt to work the assembly up to
a mood of patriotism. W hen, for example, the Minister of
Foreign Affairs, M. d e B u r l e t , alluded to the campaign against
the Arabs and praised “the Belgian heroes who went there...”,
he was interrupted by
D e m b l o n [Socialist} - To shed blood, that’s always clericalism
for you! (Exclamations from the Right.)
R o g e r [Socialist} - To give strokes of the lash!
F u r n é m o n t [Socialist} - Cannon fire against arrows! (Protests
from the Right.)
P r e s id e n t o f t h e C h a m b e r - Please, gentlemen, don’t
interrupt.
D e m b l o n [Socialist} - And we Socialists are the ones who are
accused of being violent !
D e B u r l e t , Min. of For. Aff. - It would be edifying for the
country to realize how, on the opposition benches, in full
Belgian Parliament, they pay homage to the heroism of our
compatriots! (Very good, from the Right.)
L o r a n d [Radical-Liberal} - W e have paid homage to the
heroism of those Belgians who really went to the Congo.
F u r n é m o n t [Socialist} - Go there yourselves!
A n s e e l e [Socialist} - They applaud on the Right, but they
don’t go to the barracks! (Laughter from the Left.) (43)
The president thereupon called the last two hecklers sternly
to order, trying to silence all but the orator who held the floor.
B e r t r a n d ’s major oratorical effort came after those of
L. D e f u is s e a u x , L o r a n d , and V a n d e r v e l d e . The latter, having
been unable to finish his on the first day, resumed it on the
(43)
Ch. Reps., Annales, 1894-5, II, pp. 1998-9. A nseele ’s taunt alluded
to the controversial aspects of the Belgian conscription laws. For some years,
all youths at a certain age had to draw lots to see whether they must serve or not.
If one drew an "unlucky" number but had money enough, one could hire a
substitute. At another time, the Catholic government, in order to encourage
large families, made only one son per household liable for service.
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second and concluded by warning his listeners not to assume the
risks and burdens of Congo colonialism

(...) until we are worthy, until we can bring to inferior peoples a
truly superior civilization. We wish, in a word, before treating negroes
as whites, to stop treating whites as blacks! (Applause.)

B e r t r a n d kept up the vigorous attack, hammering on the
government’s “broken promise” of 1885 that the Congo, without
its costing Belgium anything, would bring opportunities and
prosperity for all. A few with capital to invest in Congo Railway
stock at 500 francs might have profited when it was quoted at
1200 two or three years ago; but should any members of Par
liament known to own such stock now—and he named specific
names—be allowed to vote or even speak in favor of this pending
legislation ?

And when we ask the State to better the condition of the working
class by creating insurance against sickness and unemployment and disa
bility, what an outcry! That’s an unprecedented scandal against which
we energetically protest! (Very good, very good, jrom the Left.)

Confident that it controlled the necessary votes, but stung by
such thrusts and worried by the approaching 1 July deadline, the
government secured a motion to cloture the debate, which the
harried president put to a rising vote. Whereupon all the
Socialists, led by the explosive A n s e e l e , rose and trooped out of
the Chamber. (44) So the two loans were voted without further
debate, the 6.85 million for the Congo State by 71 to 16 with
8 abstaining, and the 5 million for the railway company by 66
to 15 with 7 abstaining. (45)
Two echoes of this crisis made themselves heard the following
spring. At the annual Labor Party Congress, at Charleroi in
April 1896, Louis B e r t r a n d was reporter for the activities of

(44) Compare the account in Ch. Reps., Annales, 1894-5, II, pp. 1962-95,
with the reference to it next day in the Senate, Annales, 1894-5, pp. 353-5, by
Foreign Minister DE B urlet , who was undergoing a milder form of heckling
there than the lower house had given him. He claimed that some of the
Socialists, notably V andervelde , followed A nseele “with much hesitation and
little enthusiasm” . The Congophile A.J. W auters , in his Mouv. Géog., XII,
pp. 181-3 (7 July 1895) regretted that the case for the Congo was so inade
quately presented, and that its partisans “did not morally draw much profit from
this hasty and abbreviated discussion”.
(45) The Senate voted similarly next day: 59 to 13, with 8 abstaining; and
61 to 11, with 5 abstaining. Sén., Annales, 1894-5, pp. 346-58.
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the Socialists in Parliament. He referred to “the millions given
to the Congo” as one of the four “odiously reactionary measures”
which had been passed, but took credit to the working class
representatives for having caused abandonment of the project
for immediate annexation of the Congo State. (46) The other
echo was in Parliament itself, which received a favorable report
from the technical investigators into the condition and progress
of the Congo Railway. (47) Though ridiculed by the Social
ists, (48) the report that 147 kilometers of the line were already
soundly constructed and in revenue-producing operation, and that
the completion of the remaining 250 kilometers could be con
fidently expected within 4 1/2 years at the most, strengthened
the government in its intention to ask for another large loan.
Finding discussion in the “sections” of the Chamber of Repre
sentatives hostile to granting another 20 million francs, the min
istry headed by M. d e S m e t d e N a e y e r settled for the conversion
of the 5-million short-term loan of 1895 into a long-term in
vestment. Many members of the Right were still unhappy over
the details of the measure, and it was only by threatening to
resign that M. d e S m e t secured the bill’s passage on 15 May. (49)
The vote was 61 yes, 55 no (including, of course, all the Social
ists), and 20 abstaining, letting the government squeeze by with
a mere plurality, not an absolute majority. It was the narrowest
escape from defeat that the Congo question ever gave a ministry;
for, if the Socialists could have persuaded only seven of those
abstainers to join them, they would have scored an upset victory.
At least the Socialists had learned not to be provoked into a
walkout just before a ballot, as was the case the preceding year.
2. The Crisis of 1901
The next crisis arising from the relations between the Congo
State and the Belgian nation came at the end of the decade over
which the instalments of the 25-million-franc loan voted in 1890
(46) Le Peuple, 7/4/96.
(47) Ch. Reps., Documents, 1895-6, # 9 4 , pp. 1-91, 7 Feb. 1896.
(48) Article in Le Peuple, 13/3/96, entitled "Un Drôle de Chemin de fer” .
(49) See Ch. Reps., Annales, 1895-6, pp. 1229-1350, for the debates of 5, 6,
7, 8, 12, 13, and 15 May; also Sén., Annales, 1895-6, pp. 320-370, for those
of 26, 27, and 28 May. Typical Socialist comments in Le Peuple, 1, 2, 3, and
12 April, and 12 May.
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were spread. By now, the need for new loans had passed. The
power of the Arab slave-traders was broken, native rebellions
were quelled, and the railway had reached Leopoldville in 1898,
in about half the time predicted by the investigators. The seaport
of Matadi thus became the funnel for commerce with hundreds
of miles of navigable waterways on the Congo and its tributaires
above Stanley Pool. W hat should the Belgian people do with
their right of reprise: exercise it at once, or renounce it entirely,
or arrange to retain the right while postponing the decision when
or even whether eventually to use it? Some Congophiles favored
immediate annexation, regretting that it had not been done six
years sooner. The Socialists and a few others urged the opposite
course, wishing to ward off colonialism before it could fasten
an unbreakable and, in their view, fatal grip on their nation.
But it was the third alternative, postponement, which prevailed
after sharp conflict with the other two.
Early in the spring a proposed law, to give the ambivalent
answer rather than an immediate yes or no to the reprise question,
was submitted to the Chamber of Representatives by M. d e S m e t ,
with an exposé des motifs to support his ministry’s position. (50)
Nearly six weeks earlier, Le Peuple had alerted its Socialist
readers to the probability of ministerial delaying tactics. They
were told that the reason why the government was in no hurry
for annexation was that

(...) the Congo has become, for a certain number of capitalists, a
good thing which must be emptied and drained before loading it onto
the Belgian nation. (51)

The prime minister’s argument blandly assumed that there was
no real question of Belgium’s ever renouncing the reprise. Though
in theory there existed only through the person of L e o p o l d any
union between her and the Congo State, the latter was already
thoroughly Belgian in its administration, business, army, missions,
and scientific research. To it he attributed a beneficial stimulus
to Belgium’s industry and commerce and—he hoped—merchant
marine,

( ...) in which field may we imitate the example of the German
people, who have with astonishing rapidity obtained the marvelous
results which are seen under the reign of Emperor William II !
(50) Ch. Reps., Documents, 1900-1, #144, pp. 1-8; Le Peuple, 30/3/01.
(51) Le Peuple, 18/2/01.
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The core of his proposal was that Belgium should refrain
from demanding that the Congo State pay interest on, as well
as the capital of, the loans made in 1890 and 1895, in return for
the right of postponing annexation to the indefinite future.
In the (to him unthinkable) event that Belgium should ever
renounce its right of reprise, the Congo State’s obligations to
Belgium for both capital and interest would at once be resumed.
F ro m th en u n til July, w h en th e q u estio n re tu rn e d to th e flo o r
o f th e C h am b er o f R ep resen tativ es, th e focus o f co n flictin g v iew 
p o in ts sh ifte d fro m th e “sectio ns” to th e Section Centrale to th e
Commission Spéciale. (5 2 ) T h is la tte r com m ission w as created
by th e a d d itio n o f fo u r m o re m em bers to th e Section Centrale
b ecause o n 30 M ay fiv e C o n g o p h iles, h e a d e d by B e e r n a e r t ,
trie d to tru m p D e S m e t ’s am b iv a len t m e asu re by su b stitu tin g a
b ill to an n e x th e C o n g o im m ediately . In fact it w as V a n d e r 
v e l d e , th e o nly S ocialist w h o h a p p e n e d to be o n th e Section
Centrale, w h o su g g ested its tra n sfo rm a tio n in to a special co m m is
sion to ex am in e B e e r n a e r t ’s p ro p o sal— p e rh a p s in th e h o p e o f
k illin g th e reprise th en an d th e re m o re easily th a n th e Socialists
co u ld co pe w ith th e g o v e rn m e n t’s p o stp o n e m e n t policy. Such
a h o p e w o u ld d e p e n d fo r its realiza tio n o n sp littin g th e R ig h t;
fo r a few days, in d eed , it a p p e a re d th a t this h a d h ap p en ed . (5 3 )
B u t o n 11 Ju n e, L e o p o l d in terv en ed , m o re o p en ly th a n h e h ad
in 1895, ab so lu tely b a rrin g an n e x atio n fo r th e p resen t: th e
d isco m fited B e e r n a e r t factio n d rew in th e ir necks. O n ly
V a n d e r v e l d e a n d th e R ad ical-L ib eral L o r a n d v o ted n o on
21 Ju n e w h en th e com m ission v o ted to reco m m en d to th e C h am 
b er th a t it sh o u ld p ass th e g o v e rn m e n t’s o rig in a l m easure.
(52) The “sections" of the Chamber of Representatives were six subdivisions
of its entire membership for the purpose of more ample participation by individuals
in preliminary discussion of legislative proposals. They often took what one
might call “straw ballots” . The Section Centrale, comprising one reporter from
each of the "sections”, then summarized their viewpoints and reported back to
the Chamber as a whole. An alternative procedure in some cases was the naming
of a Commission Spéciale, as in 1895 when the “Commission des X X I” deliberated
first on the reprise, then on the substitute measure of the Congo loans. Now
in 1901, procedure originating in "sections” was turned into that by Commission
Spéciale, as the atmosphere grew so tense.
(53) Socialist eagerness to find or create and exploit such a split was re
flected in articles of 1, 3, 8, 9, 12, 13, 15, and 16 June in Le Peuple, where the
clerical deputy Charles W oeste was exposed as B eernaert ’s arch-rival for royal
favor, even more than D e Smet .
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Coupled with this was a strong plea that the Belgian Parliament
should busy itself with drafting a Colonial Charter, for the lack
of any adequate system for governing such a colony was one of
L e o p o l d ’s excuses for vetoing the reprise. (54)
The fact that during this crisis Louis B e r t a n d ’s role was so
much less conspicious than that of five and six years earlier, did
not mean that he had relented in the slightest toward the Congo.
When it came to the voting in the Chamber, he was perfectly
“in line” with the rest of the Socialist Party. But his energies
had so many other outlets at this period: engaging to the hilt in
local politics and administration, compiling two thick tomes in
praise of the Belgian cooperative movement, (55) denouncing,
through the columns of Le Peuple, the capitalistic sins of the
Brussels tramway system. The brunt of the party’s Congo strategy
fell consequently on V a n d e r v e l d e . From his incisive pen and
his eloquent tongue came such a clever formula for solving the
current puzzle and such a clairvoyant description of the future
that, though neither of them seemed effective at the moment,
both deserve attention in the evolution of Socialism’s stand on
colonialism.
The Y a n d e r v e l d e formula (56) actually appeared eight days
before B e e r n a e r t and his friends made their proposal for
immediate annexation. In order to be as ruthlessly realistic as
Leopold seems to be, he advised Belgium to
1. Annex the Congo at or.ce, as she has a perfect right to do;
2. Sell it to another country, at a handsome profit!
He cited A.J. W a u t e r s ’ opinion that France, the likeliest
customer, would go to many millions, perhaps to a billion francs,
to purchase it. It is Belgium which has the Congo at its mercy,
not the other way around as the government wishes to make it
appear in order to impose a bad solution.
(54) Report of the Commission Spéciale to the Chamber, 5 July 1901, in
Ch. Reps., Documents, 1900-1, #214, pp. 1-48.
(55) His Histoire de la Coopération en Belgique was published in 1902-3.
(56) “Belgique et Congo", signed by V andervelde , in Le Peuple, 22/5/01;
see also 25/5/01 for a reply by Le Peuple to a condemnation by Le Patriote of this
formula.
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W e already know how quickly and effectively the King slam
med the door against any reprise, whether emanating from a
Catholic or a Socialist suggestion.
The speeches of 16 and 17 July were not for the purpose of
changing the outcome of the impending vote— that was conceded
to the government. (57) V a n d e r v e l d e therefore used much
of his time to peer into the future and to exhort or warn his
countrymen about three vital aspects of the Congo problem as a
whole.
His first moral may be summarized thus: guard against
absolutism in the Congo State, or it will extinguish our liberties
at home. “The government wants”, he warned,
( ...) to create, or rather maintain, in the Congo a system of abso
lutism which will powerfully and dangerously react on our internal
policy (...) of parliamentary control ( ...) . This is why, even if we
must remain alone or nearly so in fighting colonial policy in its present
capitalist form, we shall continue our opposition with the profound
conviction of serving the interests of the country.
His second exhortation was: substitute a truly civilizing (i.e.

a socialist) form of colonization in place of a capitalist or exploit
ing one, or capitalism will demoralize the people of both coun
tries.

W e believe that European civilization is destined to conquer the world.
( ...) The founders of socialism were among the first to see the neces
sity of a rational exploitation of the globe; (...) to realize that a civili
zation limited to only certain countries and powerless to embrace the
whole human race would be a civilization incomplete and without any
future.
We are then partisans of colonizat:on, and are convinced that the
socialist regime as well as the capitalist will colonize in the future. But
what we are condemning with all the energy of our heart is colonial
policy in its capitalist form which leads fatally— and I can prove it—
to unlimited exploitation of the natives, and consequently to the demora
lization of the peoples who live upon this exploitation. (Very good!
on the far Left.)

His third and final warning was: keep Belgium from imperi
alist competition with other colonizing powers, or we may lose

(57) Ch. Reps., Annales, 1900-1, pp. 1963-2011, especially 1967-73 for
V andervelde ’s speech. The only other opposition speakers were D enis (S oc.)
and L orand (Rad.-Lib.).
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not only the present advantage of Belgium’s and the Congo’s
neutrality but even our very existence. Big countries like Britain,
the United States, and Germany seem to have tried to avoid
internal revolution by embracing expansive imperialism; and

( ...) Belgium herself, seized with a kind of dizziness, wants to imi
tate her formidable neighbors; little Belgium would become Bigger Bel
gium and incur the risks implicit in the struggle for existence among
nations (...) This may some day excite the brutal covetousness of those
who surround us, and not only compromise the neutrality of the Congo,
but also menace the very existence of Belgium herself. (Applause on the
far Left. The speaker receives the felicitations of his friends.)

The balloting showed 71 for and 31 against the measure,
with 5 abstaining. Negative votes were cast by six “Radicals”
and one “Christian Democrat” who left the Liberal and Catholic
folds to side with twenty-four Socialists. A single Socialist by
abstaining seemed to deviate from the “party line”, yet made his
regularity the more conspicuous by answering, when given the
customary chance to explain why he voted neither yes nor no:

I protest against all the crimes of which the government is the accom
plice. (58)

3. The Crisis of 1904-6
Thus passed another crisis, the last major one which grew out
of the series of loans and investments which Belgium had put
into opening up the Congo basin in the preceding dozen years.
The next crisis illustrated the rise of humanitarian concerns to
first place, ahead of financial considerations. The shift in the
balance was evident in 1903, during the relatively smooth passage
of a measure which ratified an agreement between the govern
ment and the Congo Railway Company. This postponed until
1 July 1916 the right of Belgium to purchase the now completed
and prospering railway system.
Though the passage of the bill (59) was never in doubt,
because the government had quite enough votes in its favor, it
(58) This was D emblon . See analysis of the vote by Le Peuple, 19/7/01,
as well as in the Annales. Note also that full Socialist strength in the Chamber
was now 31 members; this showed that illness or other causes kept six of them
away on voting day.
(59) Ch. Reps., Documents, 1902-3, #153, proposed law and exposé des
motifs, 9 June 1903; # 160, report of special commission, 12 June.
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furnished B e r t r a n d , V a n d e r v e l d e , L o r a n d , and other veteran
critics of Congo colonialism another opportunity to inquire into
and publicize the operations of capitalist imperialism. B e r t r a n d ,
who on this occasion served as the Socialist member of the com
mission to report on the project, took the initiative in demanding
that the government furnish certain information. (60) The
situation revealed thereby was strikingly opposite to that during
the company’s early years, when many thought it unlikely to
finish its building job before tumbling over the brink of
bankruptcy. Not imminent failure but fatness of profits now
drew its critics’ ire. In B e r t r a n d ’s speech in the Chamber where
the bill was debated and passed in a single day, as well as in the
columns of Le Peuple, the financial sacrifice by Belgium in not
quickly exercising its right of purchase was emphasized. (61 )
By this “scandalous convention” Belgium was in effect making
the company’s stockholders a “gift”, on each of its 30 000 shares,
of 800 francs (the difference between their 500-franc par value
and their current 1 300-franc market value), or “a total of
24 000 000 francs!” Another speaker (62) harped on the income
of the company’s
( ...) seventeen directors who receive 30 000 francs a year for running
a railway with only one train a day each way !

Already, however, public curiosity in other countries as well
as Belgium was beginning to probe behind this sudden wealth
for a few favored Europeans and wondering about its African
sources. Whose wealth was being stolen?—whose labor was
being cruelly exploited?—were inevitable, basic queries. The
probing followed patterns suggested by either humanitarianism
or imperialism or a combination of the two. Conscience said: if
the exploitation of human and natural resources implied in such
queries is really taking place, something must be done to stop it.
(60) Ch. Reps., Documents, 1902-3, # 160 Annexe, gave present and former
passenger fares and freight rates (showing a reduction of approximately 2 5 % );
net annual income for the last five years; average price of shares of railway stock
each year, 1890-1902, and dividends paid annually on the shares. See also "La
Belgique et le chemin de Fer du Congo” in Le Peuple, 6 /6/0}; and other
comments 9, 12, 19, and 21 June.
(61) Ch. Reps., Annales, 1902-3, pp. 1495-1509; Le Peuple, 21/6/03. The
actual vote on 18 June was 82 yes, 26 no, and 7 abstaining.
(62) Paul J anson (Rad -Lib.), who persuaded six other Liberals and Catholics
to abstain like himself, rather than to vote yes or to join the Socialists in voting no.
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Cupidity mused, especially in the larger European countries which
had been engaging for years in the “scramble for Africa”: if
Belgium—or rather Belgium’s king, L e o p o l d —has such a rich
prize, perhaps we can persuade or force him to hand it over
to us.
Belgians, whether critics or defenders of colonialism, could
see that what looked like a humanitarian protest against exploita
tion in the Congo sometimes masked another country’s imperialist
designs on “their property”—if something which belonged to
their king, but not yet to the Belgian nation, could already be
called “theirs”. Belgian Socialists in particular, because they had
partly based their opposition to the Congo venture on its alleged
wrongdoing toward the natives, faced a dilemma. If they merged
their criticism with that of the humanitarians, they might fall
into the trap of aiding foreign imperialists to push Belgium out
of Africa; but if they rallied to the defence of Belgium’s colo
nizing activities there, they would be abandoning the position
on the subject which they had long built up for themselves.
Awareness of this mounting dilemma overshadowed in the
columns of Le Peuple the debate about whether to buy out the
Congo Railway in 1903. When V a n d e r v e l d e reviewed two
books by English authors denouncing the “atrocities” in the
Congo, (63) he warned that such “exposures” were being used
to justify dividing the area between the three principal adjacent
powers—Britain and Germany and France.
I don't know whether Belg:um would lose thereby, but I’m sure the
natives wouldn’t gain anything! (64)

W hen the question came up for debate in the British House
of Commons and men like D ilke , Balfour , and Samuel attacked
the administration of the Congo State, the approach of another
crisis was sensed throughout Belgium. The Socialist newspaper
came out emphatically for the view that

(...) British imperialism seeks excuses for despoiling little nations;
but if there is any truth in these charges, we need not silence but an

(63) H.R. Fox Bourne : The Civilization of Congoland; G. B urrows and
E. C anisius : The Curse of Central Africa.
(64) "En Congolie", by V andervelde , in Le Peuple, 18/3/03. When
V andervelde went to lecture in London to the Labour Party about the Congo
atrocities, he was criticized by L’Etoile Beige for so doing, but applauded by
Le Peuple, 11/5/03.
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inquest ( ...) . The Union Syndicale of Brussels has just created a colo
nial section, whose first task will be to defend the royal Congo work.
One ought, however, to think of defending only what is defensible. (65)

Thus in an effort to determine whether the Congo State could
and would prevent or punish such abuses as were charged against
it, the Belgian Socialists renewed the demand which they had
made when their first representatives had entered Parliament,
the demand for an official investigation.
The decree of 23 July 1904 appointing an investigating com
mission was issued by L e o p o l d as Sovereign of the Congo, not
as constitutional king of Belgium. The work of this commission
and of its successor, another commission to study the report of
the first one and to make recommendations based on it, lasted
nearly 2 years and formed the background against which the cri
tics and defenders of colonialism waxed hot in attacking each
other. The first commission comprising three membres, a Belgian
chairman, a Swiss, and an Italian, accompanied by two secretaries,
spent four and a half months (5 October 1904 to 20 February
1905) traveling in the Congo from the mouth of the great river
to Stanley Falls and back, with numerous side trips. Its 150-page
report, released on 30 October 1905, (66) was referred the very
next day by L e o p o l d to a new commission of fourteen, including
the chairman of the previous one. Finally, in June 1906, Leopold
made three simultaneous announcements showing no intention to
compromise but a determination to remain in complete command
of the situation. He listed the “reforms” which he intended to
make. He added a codicil to his will specifying certain conditions
under which Belgium was to inherit the Congo. He stated
flatly that no reprise could be considered for the present. (67)
Here indeed was an impasse, unlike the earlier crises when
a parliamentary decision (such as the laws passed in 1890, 1895,
1896, and 1901) had afforded at least partial relief of the
tension between conflicting pressures. This time, not only did
the international situation play an increasing part in the outcome,
(65) "Le Congo”, an editorial unsigned but all in italics for emphasis, in
Le Peuple, 17/6/03; following numerous other pertinent articles of 5, 18, 23.
and 28 May; 1, 6, 9, and 11 June.
(66) Etat Indépendant du Congo, Bulletin Officiel, Année 1905, pp. 135-285.
(67) W auters : Hist. Pol. Congo Beige, pp. 279-291; G oris : Belgium,
pp. 376-377.
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but the confrontation between the royal will and Belgian consti
tutionalism made that outcome a major landmark in the growth
of both democracy and colonialism, Belgian style. Before seeing
how the crisis of 1904-6 led on to the climax and denouement
of the actual reprise more than two years later, let us note how
Louis Bertrand and his Socialist colleagues in Parliament kept
driving their criticisms home to the voters and taxpayers, even
while the two royally appointed commissions were serving
Leopold ’s purposes.
In March 1905, B e r t r a n d and V a n d e r v e l d e attempted to
strike at colonialism by attacking the military budget for the year.
About 400 000 francs out of a budget totaling over 12 million
could be saved, B e r t r a n d argued, if Belgium would cease
sending more than a hundred of her officers abroad to the
Congo and China,
(...) where they perform no service to defend us. (68)

Going on to stress the evidence that wrongs were being com
mitted in Africa, V a n d e r v e l d e reasoned that by opposing this
budget the Socialists were
( ...) defending the interests both of the Congo natives and of the
Belgian taxpayers. (69)

But when B e r t r a n d and D e l p o r t e introduced an amendment
to slice 400 000 francs from the budget, the government majority
overrode the opposition and voted to appropriate the whole
amount originally proposed. (70)
In February 1906, V a n d e r v e l d e interpellated the government
so sharply on the Congo question that Beernaert and the pro
annexationists supported an ordre du jour calling for active con
sideration of a Colonial Charter, the need for which had been
demonstrated back in 1901. Again Louis B e r t r a n d made one of
the major speeches presenting the Socialist point of view. (71)
pp.

(6 8 )

B e r tra n d ’s speech of

8 5 7 -8 5 9 .
(6 9 )
(70 )
9 7 7 -9 8 3 .

3

March

1905,

Ch. Reps., Annales, 1904-5,

V a n d e rv e ld e ’s speech of 9 March, Ibid., pp. 9 0 7 - 9 1 2 .
Further discussion on 9 , 1 5 , and 1 6 March, Ibid., pp. 922 , 9 7 2 -9 7 3 ,
The vote was 8 1 yes to 2 6 no (all the Socialists, and L o r a n d ) , with
6 abstaining. See also W a u t e r s : Hist. Pol. Congo Beige, pp. 2 58 -2 6 0 .
( 7 1 ) Compare B e rtra n d ’s speech of 7 February 1 9 0 6 , Ch. Reps., Annales,
1905-6, pp. 7 8 4 - 7 8 7 , with V a n d e rv e ld e ’s of 20 Feb., Ibid., pp. 7 1 9 - 7 2 5 , to which
B e rtra n d referred as having covered “the moral aspect of the Congo question",
leaving him its economic aspect to stress.
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He felt it necessary to reply to those who had accused him and
V andervelde and Lorand o f being “republicans” because they
opposed the Congo enterprise; on the contrary, he affirmed, he
and his friends had never had any other interests than those of
humanity. He chided the government for its evasiveness (or
ignorance, or both) about the enormous size o f the Congo Free
State’s grow ing indebtedness, contrary to the obligation of
L eopold as its sovereign not to contract any more loans without
the knowledge and consent of the Belgian Parliament. Last year
the minister o f finance had said the Congo debt was 41 m illion
francs; this year M. Favereau , Minister o f Foreign Affairs,
said he did not know its size. M. Félicien C attier (72) said it
was 80 million; but B ertrand showed how he and V ander 
v e l d e calculated it at nearer 103 m illion, by observing the rise
in the amount of interest on its debt paid annually by the Congo
State. (73) “It is tim e”, concluded B ertrand ,
(...) for the good name of our country, to react against the regime
in force [in the Congo]. ( ...) For years, the adversaries of the system
which we are criticizing have been preach'ng in the desert; today, all
just and generous spirits are convinced that this system must come to an
end, for what is at issue in this debate is not a political question, not a
vain question of party, it is in reality a question of justice and humanity!
(Very good, on the far Left. The orator receives the felicitations of his
friends.)
C. The Climax of the Reprise, 1906-8
For another six months the King-Sovereign of Belgium and of
the Congo struggled to maintain the uncompromising stand
against reprise which he had announced in June 1906. The cause
of his surrender, which came during the parliamentary debate
on an interpellation by V andervelde and the Liberal leader
H ym ans , (74) has been traced to his fear of British or French
or American intervention and such fear to a warning declaration
by Sir Edward G rey on 21 November and to a resolution by
(72) Professor of colonial law at the University of Brussels, and author of an
important book, Etude sur la situation de l’Etat Indépendant du Congo, minutely
analyzing the report of the investigating Commission of 1904-5.
(73) In a dozen years, the debt must have grown a hundred fold, for in 1893
the Congo State had paid only 30 000 francs interest on its loans; this amount
had grown to 495 000 in 1899; to 1 872 000 in 1902; and to 2 922 000 in 1905.
(74) 28 Nov. to 14 Dec. 1906, Ch. Reps., Annales, 1906-7, pp. 64-241.
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Henry Cabot L o d g e in the United States Senate on 10 Decem
ber. (75) W hen L e o p o l d at last relented and told his ministers
that he saw no way but to proceed with the reprise, the question
was no longer whether but on what terms Belgium should annex
the Congo as her colony. One may, in consequence, attribute the
Socialists’ strategy of fighting doggedly in Parliament against
all three measures— the Treaty of Cession, the Additional Act,
and the Colonial Charter— to their hope, not of defeating the
treaty, but of forcing such drastic changes in the other two
measures as would mitigate the burdens and dangers of an
inevitable colonial empire.
There is, however, another important explanation. Enough
Socialists, like B ertrand, so dreaded and detested colonialism
that they labored tirelessly to convince everyone that Belgium
must neither inflict this injury on herself nor simply abandon the
Congo to possibly worse exploitation by some other empire. In
casting about for some positive, constructive alternative to Belgian
imperialism, they remembered the internationalism with which
Leopold had originally veiled his African projects, particularly
in the Congo, giving them respectability and idealism. They
remembered also, vaguely, that the Etat Indépendant du Congo
had come into existence about the time of the international Con
ference of Berlin (15 November 1884 to 26 February 1885),
and they assumed that the new state must have been the creature
of the conference. But they forgot that under the name of the
Association Internationale du Congo it had previously been
recognized by the United States (in April 1884) and by Germany
(8 November), and that other acts of recognition had occurred
separately while the conference was in session. (76) W hat they
faintly visualized as an agency to “internationalize” the Congo
did not yet exist. If in 1906-8 there had existed a League of
Nations or a United Nations, the majority of Socialists probably
would have urged that it take the Congo away (or “back”) from
(75) J. Stengers : Quand Léopold II s'est-il rallié à l’annexion du Congo
par la Belgique? (in Bulletin de l’institut Royal Colonial Belge, X X III (1952),
pp. 783-824).
(76) Acts of recognition by England, Italy, Austria-Hungary, and the Nether
lands on 16, 19, 24, and 27 Dec. 1884 were followed by Spanish, French, Russian,
Swedish, Portuguese, and Belgian recognition by the time the Berlin Conference
was ended; see Mouvement Géographique, 1884, pp. 5, 77, 86 , 8 8 ; 1885, pp. 3 ,
11, 13, 14, 17; also a separate 24-page special supplement at Christmas, 1884.
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in order to punish him for his sins and to save Belgium
from the evils of colonialism. But a few of them, like V a n d e r v e l d e , might have seen both an opportunity and a duty for
Belgium to keep the Congo, subject to oversight by a Permanent
Mandates Commission or a Trusteeship Council.
Nor are the foregoing two explanations mutually exclusive.
To make the Socialists’ words and deeds in the climactic phase
of the reprise campaign intelligible, they should be referred to
both poles of their thought: to an international or even supra
national authority for which, at the time, they were vainly
groping; and to a concrete situation wherein they tried to shape
legislation to govern the new colony.
Debates on both interpellations of the government by V a n d e r v e l d e about the Congo issue (February-March and NovemberDecember 1906) had evoked ordres du jour expressing the deter
mination of the parliamentary majority to proceed without delay
with examining the draft of a Colonial Charter. (77) This docu
ment, dated 7 August 1901, the by-product of the crisis in which
the B e e r n a e r t faction favoring immediate annexation had been
silenced by L e o p o l d , on the ground that no such loi coloniale
was then ready, must now run the gauntlet of parliamentary en
actment. (78) The first step was the enlargement of the sevenman section centrale into a special Commission des X V II by the
addition of five deputies of the Clerical Right and five of the
Liberal and Socialist Opposition. (79)
B e r t r a n d and V a n d e r v e l d e , both being named in this last
group, occupied a very strategic position. Through the columns
of Le Peuple as well as by other means they were able to keep
their readers and constituents fully informed of what was happen
ing, or failing to happen, inside the commission. V a n d e r v e l d e
Leo po ld ,

(77) W auters : Hist. Pol. Congo Beige, pp. 272-5, 312-321.
(78) The transformation of the original project of 1901 into the Colonial
Charter as laid before Parliament by the special commission on 3 April 19 0 8 ,
then further modified and passed by the Chamber on 20 Aug., may be traced
in Ch. Reps., Documents, 1900-1, #281, pp. 1-14; 1906-7, #238, pp. 1-12;
1907-8, #132, pp. 1-13, and #150, pp. 1-169; also in Pasinomie, 1908,
#265, pp. 829-890; also in M. H alewyck : La Charte Coloniale; Commentaire
de la Loi du 18 octobre 1908 sur le Gouvernement du Congo Belge (4 vols.
[I, II, III, and Appendice], Brussels, 1910-1919).
(79) 19, 20, and 2 1 Dec. 1906, Ch. Reps., Annales, 1906-7, pp. 249,
276, 279.
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revealed that there were members of the commission, close to
L e o p o l d , who

(...) are stalling for time, still trying to keep the Congo State inde
pendent;

and that there was no certainty that parliament was ready to
act in accord with Britain’s expectation, pointedly expressed by
Sir Edward G rey on 25 February in the House of Commons,
( ...) that the Congo State will be taken by Belgium on suitable
terms. (80)
B ertrand went even further in his personal denunciation of
the commission’s majority as
(...) idolaters, white Congolese groveling before Leopold;

just as supinely as black Africans prostrate themselves before
fetishes and idols like those displayed in the royal colonial
museum at Tervuren. He gave two reasons for their subser
vience.
Autocratic personal power as exercised out in the Congo has infected
Belgium, taming and reducing to royal valets the ministers who should
be standing up for the nation’s rights. Moreover, four of the majority
have a personal interest in Congo business ventures: Messrs. Delbeke
and Renkin are administrators of the Grands Lacs Railway which depends
on forced native labor and has its rate of interest guaranteed by the
Congo State, while Begerem and de Broqueville are in the Kassai Com
pany, half of whose stock belongs to the Congo State.
All are flat on their stomachs in front of either His Congolese Majesty
or the Calf of Gold. How long before the Chamber will do something
to stop this scandal? (81)
Weeks, even months went by. B ertrand had already com

plained that the distracting effect of the colonial problem was
enabling the government
( ...) to neglect completely the country’s major interests and legitimate
aspirations,

which recent elections had shown to be these: reforms for
the workingmen, compulsory education, military service without
the hiring of substitutes, and universal suffrage without the
plural vote. (82) Ministry succeeded ministry. M. de Smet
de N aeyer ’s cabinet resigned and M. de T rooz , who formed
(80) “La Commission du Congo", by V andervelde , in Le Peuple, 1 Mar. 1907.
(81) “A Plat Ventre”, by B ertrand , in Le Peuple, 25 Mar. 1907.
(82) "Travail Parlementaire”, by B ertrand , in Le Peuple, 14 Jan. 1907.
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a new one in May 1907, died at the end of December, to be
succeeded by M. Schollaert on 9 January 1908. Under
DE T rooz , to be sure, a treaty of transfer between the Congo
State and Belgium was signed on 28 Novem ber and submitted
on 3 December to Parliament and its Commission of XVII. But
before the commission would report either the Colonial Charter
or the treaty back to the Chamber with the recommendation that
they be enacted into law, it insisted on certain additional articles
to the treaty in order to make the transaction less restrictive and
costly to Belgium— that is, less flagrantly profitable to the
enterprises for which L eopold , under the Fondation de la
Couronne, was scheming that the Congo should continue to
pay. (83) In spite o f the commission’s efforts to make the
impending solution of the problem acceptable to the nation,
B ertrand claimed that it would still be
(...) a fine deal for Leopold, the royal family, and their capitalist
cronies, but a bad deal for the Belgian taxpayer. (84)

In the same issue of Le Peuple a cartoonist put the idea vividly:
to the stern of a small ship (Belgium) a man was fastening by
a tow-line a considerably larger boat (the Congo), while over
the side of the latter a bearded pirate ( L e o p o l d ) was stepping
ashore with his arms full of loot.
While the protracted search for the right soilution was going
on, two memorable congresses of the Socialist Party took place.
The first, an “extraordinary” congress held on Sunday, 30 June
1907, was summoned specifically to lay down the correct party
line regarding the Congo. During the previous fortnight
Le Peuple had printed articles by four leading Socialist thinkers
to whom the party was looking for guidance. (85) Though

(83) Ch. Reps, Documents, 1907-8, # 2 8 , #129, #146; Pasinomie, 1908,
# #263-4, pp. 775-829.
(84) “Une Bonne Affaire”, by B ertrand , in Le Peuple, 16 Mar. 1908.
(85) Henri L afontaine in Le Peuple, 15 June 1907, discussed the inter
national juridical status of the Congo; V andervelde on 17 June emphasized that
either plain abandonment of the Congo or continuance of the intolerable status quo
could be worse than the acceptance of the reprise IF the latter could be condi
tioned upon “abolition of Congolese absolutism and suppression of forced labor";
but L. F urnémont on 24 June saw no protection against "utter absolutism” in
the Colonial Charter in its present form; and Hector D enis on 30 June declared
"all-out war against capitalist colonization” and asked the party to “propagandize
for international socialist colonization”. Le Peuple on 1 July devoted half of its
news-space to the details of the preceding day’s congress.
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B e r t r a n d was not one of these four, and though illness pre
vented him from attending the congress in person, he sent a letter
which his colleague F u r n é m o n t read there, and which Le Peuple
printed next day as containing the essence of the party’s stand on
colonialism.

I remain opposed to the reprise of the Congo by Belgium. But I think
it is not possible to confine ourselves to a purely negative attitude, which
would be unworthy of the Parti Ouvrier Belge.
Under these conditions, only one solution seems to me possible: to
make of the Congo an international colony. Its origin, moreover, is
international since it was born at the Berlin Conference by accord of
the powers.
Why couldn’t one create an international organism wherein all the
Berlin Act signers would be represented for the double purpose of
making the Congo a colony open to all and of administering it to the
profit of the natives with safeguards for their welfare? If that’s a
Utopia, as certain of our friends say, the constitution of a United States
of Europe, which socialism pursues for the suppression of conflicts and
wars, is another! But I believe differently, and think such a solution
remains the best.
Please read these lines to the Congress, and present my fraternal
greetings to all.
Bertrand.

Utopian internationalism was still prominent in the party’s
thought as its next regular congress approached in April
1 9 0 8 . ( 8 6 ) Yet it contrasted sharply with B e r t r a n d ’s resort to
sensationalism in a pair of pamphlets, The Congo Scandal and
A People Deceived by a King, “by a disgusted Patriot”, which
he circulated early that year. (87) In format and anti-monarchical
tone they were reminiscent of the five instalments of his earlier
tirade against Léopold II et son Règne (1863-1890), especially
the “Léopold II et le Congo” quoted above. B e r t r a n d now
accused the king of having drained millions of francs from the
( 8 6 ) See Le Peuple, 1 6 , 19, 24 Jan.; 28 Feb.; 14, 19 Mar.; 16 Apr. 1908.
(87) Both were listed in B ertrand ’s Souvenirs among his publications under
the year 1908, though Un Peuple Trompé par un Roi, “par un Patriote écœuré’’,
did not bear his name and was dated only on the last page, "Décembre 1 9 0 7 ''
(p. 24); while Le Scandale Congolais was printed without date but was
certainly out before 16 April 1908 because on that date in parliament a speech
by B ertrand was contemptuously called “just another edition of Le Scandale
Congolais”. Ch. Reps., Annales, 1907-8, pp. 1491-9.
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Belgian taxpayers so that he could wring more millions from
the African negroes to squander on his own luxurious tastes for
buildings and women, specifically on Caroline L a c r o ix , known
as Baroness V a u g h a n , “maîtresse de Sa Majesté”. The insinu
ation was that, if Belgium annexed the Congo and attempted to
stop the atrocities upon the natives, she would have on her hands
a colony with its expenses greater and its revenues far less than
before—not to mention an incorrigibly expensive king. Or the
reprise without the reforms would make Belgium morally res
ponsible for both him and the atrocities. Neither morally nor
financially could she afford both king and colony, and a moder
ately bright reader would see the hint that she could gain by
parting with either one, preferably both of them.
By the time that the Socialist Party’s annual congress did
meet, the Commission of X V I I had completed its labors on the
Treaty of Cession, the Additional Act, and the Colonial Charter,
and had recommended the enactment of these by the Chamber of
Representatives, which had heard but the first three of many days
of debate yet to come. (88) W hat worried the party was the
evidence that its ace debater and writer, Emile V a n d e r v e l d e ,
was deviating from its long implacable opposition to the reprise
in any form. (89) Not that he approved all the details of the
present legislative proposals, for he had strenuously fought in
the commission along with B e r t r a n d and L o r a n d against the
Congophile majority. But he was convinced of the unworkability,
under existing conditions, of any plan to “internationalize” the
Congo; he believed Belgium was so far committed to taking it
openly as her colony and eradicating the evils of exploitation
there that this would be, if not the best, at any rate the least bad
possible solution. At a mass meeting sponsored by the Fédération
( 8 8 ) There were to be forty-two such days in all ! The debate, in full swing
when the regular session of Parliament adjourned in May, was suspended for six
weeks on account of elections, then resumed in an extraordinary session which
lasted until the votes were counted on 2 0 Aug. (and for the Senate until 9 Sept.).
See Ch. Reps., Annales, 1907-8, on 3, 15, 16, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 29, 30 April;
1, 2 , 4, 5, 6 May; and Annales, 1908 Sessn. Extraordinaire, on 19, 24, 25, 26 June;
1 , 2 , 3, 8 , 9, 1 0 15, 1 6 , 17, 2 2 , 23, 24, 29, 3 0 , 31 July; 5, 6 , 7, 1 2 , 13, 14, 19,
2 0 Aug.
(89) Besides his report of 17 June 1907 (cited above, note 85), see leading
articles signed by V andervelde in Le Peuple, 19 Jan. and 8 Mar. 1908; and
other references to his position, 1 1 , 22, 24 Jan.; 1 1 , 12, 14, 19 Mar.; 16, 18 Apr.
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Bruxelloise, just four days before the party congress, speeches by
“comrades” Emile V a n d e r v e l d e and Emile R o y e r (90) prefaced
the passage of a carefully worded ordre du jour which pointedly
failed to condemn outright the reprise.
The two thousand persons attending the rally of 15 April at the
Maison du Peuple,
Felicitate the Socialist deputies on their energetic resistance to the
government’s attempt to have annexation voted without consultation of
the electoral body;
Protest energetically against the onerous conditions which the king
and his ministers are trying to attach to the reprise; and
Count on the energy of the Socialist members in the Chamber and
Senate to repel a treaty which sacrifices the interests of Belgium and of
the natives to those of the king and of high finance. (91)

This was entirely too lenient a stand to please the party
congress, which on 19 April reaffirmed its last year’s condem
nation of the reprise and its refusal to compromise with capi
talistic colonization. (92) V a n d e r v e l d e was present and defen
ded his position with dignity and spirit; he explained that during
the work of the Commission of X V I I he had offered to resign
from it when he obviously differed from the majority of his
fellow Socialists in Parliament, but they insisted on his staying;
and the Party Council said it would not silence him.
A skilful arrangement saved the party’s solidarity in Par
liament. V a n d e r v e l d e planned a personal tour of the Congo
which would take him out of Belgium before the final vote on
the three laws. Yet he attended and frequently intervened in the
debates and maneuvers through 22 July, fighting for any changes
which the Left could persuade or force the Right to concede.
His departure next day was marked by elaborate demonstrations,
both at the Brussels railway station where he took the 8:53 A.M.
(90) R oyer , evidently a rising man in the Socialist ranks, was campaigning
for a seat in the Chamber of Representatives as deputy from Tournai-Ath, which
he won in the May elections, along with four other new Socialist deputies. See
Le Peuple, 25 and 26 May 1908, with his picture; also leading articles signed
by Royer , 1 1 and 26 July. Here, and in his able speeches in Parliament, June
to August, his thought resembled that of V andervei.de but his voting followed
the strict party line.
(91) Le Peuple, 16 and 18 April 1908.
(92) Le Peuple, 20 April 1908.
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train and at the port of Antwerp where he embarked at 11, to
prove that there was really no rift in the party. (93)
It was B e r t r a n d who on the eve of V a n d e r v e l d e ’s departure
presided at a caucus of the Socialist members of Parliament for
two purposes: to name six of their members to escort their
departing leader ais far as Antwerp, and to map their strategy
during the remainder of the debate. This consisted of a series
of further amendments to the Colonial Charter. It pushed the
final voting on into August, but was no more successful in
averting it than had been an earlier Socialist proposal to hold
a popular referendum for or against the whole reprise; for not
only could the pro-annexationists vote down such obstructionist
tactics, but it also became evident that the foreign powers led
by England were impatient for a settlement to be reached. (94)
Looking back over the debates in general, the observant editor
of Le Mouvement Géographique was favorably impressed.
Rarely has Parliament seen such a profound and dignified discussion.
Rarely have so many interesting discourses, by men who had conscien
tiously studied the question submitted to them, been heard. (95)

In this approbation the Socialists, though they were the “losers”
deserved to share. They had become vastly more mature and
versatile and effective than they were thirteen years before when
they tangled with the Congo problem in Parliament in opposition
to the loans from the Belgian government to the Congo State
and the Congo Railway Company. Before that, they had been
on the outside looking in. Denied a place on-stage in the cast
of characters, they could only vent their displeasure by aiming
violent epithets and gestures at the actors. Now they were in
the drama and ‘c ompelled to play the part which they had written
for themselves. To be in-character they had to “die” for their
principles in the last act, but their enemy’s sword (like that which
at every performance “kills” Macbeth) must not really prevent
them from taking the curtain call or from coming back the next
time, and for successive seasons. For who knows: may not the
(93) Numerous references in Le Peuple, 8 , 18, 19, 23, 24, 27 July 1908,
included V andervelde ’s picture, a map of his proposed three-months’ itinerary,
and two affectionate "Au Revoir” articles.
(94) Stenmans : La Reprise du Congo, pp. 391-7, 444-7; W auters : Hist.
Pol. Congo Beige, pp. 347-51.
(95) W auters : Hist. Pol. Congo Beige, pp. 358-9.
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vanquished star in this season’s drama fill the role of victor in
the next ?
So, there was V andervelde , defeated on the issue of Belgium’s
having to pay 50 million francs to King L eopold for canceling
the Fondation de la Couronne and as un témoignage de gratitude,
shouting:

Token of gratitude? Never ! Never!! Never!!! (Very good, from
the benches of the far Left.) (96)
There was B ertrand , still stressing the theme of international

izing the Congo, still insisting that a referendum should be held
before imposing the colonial burden on the country, (97) still
crying corruption in finances because the Congo State debt had
increased by 73 millions (or 178 % ) in two and a half years. (98)
There was Hector D enis , ever eloquent about the need for inter
nationalism to
( ...) break definitively with the superannuated traditions of ancien
régime colonialism,

and even making prophetic use of the terms “mandate” and
“trusteeship” toward underdeveloped peoples. (99) There was
Jules D estrée, the party’s poet and artist, heatedly exclaiming
just before the vote was taken that he

(...) appealed to public opinion and the future, as does every mino
rity vanquished after a valiant fight for the right,
yet politely thanking the Chamber’s president C ooreman

afterward for the manner in which he had conducted the long
discussion. (100)
(iii)
(i)
(ii)
The results:
Additional
Treaty of
Colonial
Number

taking part:
voting yes:
voting no:
abstaining:

Act

147
83
55
9

Cession

146
83
54
9

Charter

145
90
48
7

( 9 6 ) Speech of 2 May.
(97) Speech of 16 April.
(98) Speech of 22-23 July. He said that documents used by the Commission
of XVII showed the total debt to be 114 millions in Nov. 1907, which was
even more than his bold estimate of 103 millions the year before. See above,
p. 42 and note 73.
(99) Speech of 1-2 May.
( 1 0 0 ) Both speeches, 20 Aug.
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Statistically the votes on the three measures, in that order,
illustrated that the Socialists had the strictest control of their
members’ voting as a bloc, the Catholics somewhat less, while
the Liberals were split all ways. Eight “moderate’’ Liberals
voted yes on (i), 19 “progressive” Liberals or Radicals voted no,
8 abstained, and 5 were not even present that day. (101) All
34 Socialists present voted no on all three measures, as did the
Catholic Colfs, the Christian Democrat D aens, the Radical
Lorand , and a dwindling number of the latter’s fellow
Liberals. (102)
The Senate passed the same three measures on 9 September;
the King sanctioned the decision of the Chambers on 18 October;
the transfer of actual authority in Africa to Belgium was pro
claimed and became effective at Boma on 15 November; and
before the end of 1908 twenty-five nations of the world had
officially recognized the transformation of the Congo into a
Belgian colony. (103)
D. After 1908
Following consummation of the reprise, Louis B e r t r a n d ’s
role as a critic of colonialism entered a new phase, and one
somewhat difficult to delineate, during the remaining eighteen
years of his active political career. (104) As a man in his thirties
(101) Ten Catholics also were absent, and four Socialists; but of the latter,
V andervelde was in the Congo, Schinler was ill, and T erwagne "paired"
with a Catholic.
(102) Compare the record in Ch. Reps., Annales, 1908 Sessn. Exlr., pp. 796-7,
with the analysis and comments by W auters in Mouvement Géographique,
2 3 Aug. 19 0 8 , pp. 481-6; also with Le Peuple, 21 Aug. 1908.
(103) S tenmans : La Reprise du Congo, pp. 451, 452, 455, 458. He notes
the slowness of three Great Powers in granting such recognition: the United States
not until 1911, Russia 1 9 1 2 , and England 1913.
(104) It may be convenient here to recapitulate graphically and to characterize
the phases of B ertrand ' s career:
Founder Elected
Reprise Retired
Events
of P.O.B. to
from
of
in the
Parlia
and
Parlia
the
life of
Death
Congo ment
Le Peuple ment
B ertrand Birth
Date:
1856
1885
1894
1908
1926
1943
Age:
0
70
38
52
87
29
Character
Preparatory
Fruitful Inactive
Heroic
Critical
istic:
Years in
each Phase:
14
18
9
17
29
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during what has been called the Heroic Age, and in his forties
during most of the crises described above, B e r t r a n d energetically
helped to shape the Socialist party line on this recurrent issue.
His speeches and writings and actions have illustrated this fact.
But during his later fifties and sixties, his ideas on colonialism
were not brought so often nor so sharply into focus. W hile these
later years were for him personally years of fruition, in a sense,
they were for Belgium a time of sore tribulation. Only after
survival from W orld W ar I, and several years of reconstruction,
was she clearly able to consolidate her position as one of Europe’s
leading colonial powers—both in the Congo which she owned
and in adjacent Ruanda-Urundi, a mandate under the League
of Nations, which she took from former German East Africa.
For B e r t r a n d it seemed harder than for his colleague V a n d e r 
v e l d e , who was ten years younger, to make the necessary adjust
ment in thought and feeling about the Congo to the new order
of things. Because of V a n d e r v e l d e ’s prior conversion to the
idea (if not the specific conditions) of the reprise, there was
much interest in and respect for what he had to say on his return
from touring the Congo. A week after he debarked at Antwerp
he was quoted as saying that the news of the Chamber’s vote
of 20 August, which reached him near Equatorville on the 28th,
was received there with joy and that Belgium’s colors were at once
( ...) raised in place of the blue flag with the gold star. (105)

In his book which appeared the following year, he warned
that Belgium faced heavy expenses and disappointing revenues
there, if she was to fulfil her pledge to reform abuses and
introduce the things which the country basically needed.
But must one conclude from this that the Belgian bourgeoisie made
a mistake to take it over, and that King Leopold handed them a bad
deal?
I do not think so.
On the contrary I believe that for active, industrious, energetic people,
such as the Belgian capitalists are, the Congo is an admirable field of
activity, full of all sorts of possibilities. I do not doubt that in the future
they will make a magnificent thing out of it. ( ...) Mistakes have been
committed, the rectification of which will demand considerable expense
(105) Mouv. Géog., 1 Nov. 1908, pp. 619-622.
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and sacrifice, the whole weight of which one will as usual try to make
fall on the working class. (106)

If the author, as in the last sentence, occasionally alluded to
the tie-up between the class-struggle and the cost of colonialism,
B e r t r a n d tended to indulge more heavily in grieving over the
past and viewing the present with alarm. Thus, in two pamphlets
shortly before the war he attacked the misdeeds of the Catholic
party government, especially its financial policy. (107) Besides,
a certain amount of sensationalism was good vote-getting propa
ganda from time to time. He dwelt on the millions of francs
diverted from Belgian pockets, either by taxation through govern
ment loans and investments in the Congo, or by the rise and fall
in market value of stocks in Congo companies bought by the un
initiated public, while the professional stock-market operators
knew how to cause and to profit by such fluctuations. He called
the “civilizing mission” and the war against the slave traders in
equatorial Africa a mere pretext for a lucrative venture, though
Cardinal L a v ig e r ie came to Belgium to bless it by preaching
“a new crusade”. L e o p o l d as Sovereign of the Congo ran his
state into debt for over 100 millions, of which not one quarter
actually went there. W hen the reprise became necessary, only
a tiny corner of the veil was raised, showing how
( ...) he has robbed and deceived Belgium with the complicity of
certain ministers, who retain the confidence of the clerical majority.
It is this servile majority which we must defeat on 2 June next. (108)

As for the continuing drain of the colony on Belgium since
1908, though at that time the first Minister of the Colonies,
Jules R e n k i n , had assured the country that no deficit was to
be feared, now five years later the government could not conceal
the existence of one. B e r t r a n d believed the annual deficit to be
15 millions, so that
(...) the magnificent gift by Leopold to the nation has turned out
to be a heavy liability,
(106) V andervelde : Les derniers jours de L’Etat du Congo (Paris and Mons,
1909, p. 20).
(107) B ertrand : Les Méfaits du Gouvernement Clérical (Brussels, 1912)
especially Section V I, "Le Congo et ses Scandales"; La Politique Financière des
Cléricaux (Brussels, 1913) especially pp. 25, 28-32, 34.
(108) B ertrand : Les Méfaits, pp. 22-23.
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which B e r t r a n d put at the top of his list of budgetary ex
penses. (109)
Despite such use of colonialism as a stick with which oc
casionally to beat their political opponents, (110) B e rtra n d and
especially the Socialists of the younger generation found other
activities in which to immerse themselves. During the war
Socialists as well as Liberals joined Catholics in the Belgian
government on French soil and in non-political resistance to
the Germans within the occupied country. Then came the elimi
nation in 1919 of the plural vote in favor of universal suffrage
pure and simple. W hen subsequent elections failed to give an
absolute majority to any one party, the Socialists often shared
the power and responsibility in a coalition government; yet it
is interesting to note that the position of colonial minister was
usually held by a Catholic, sometimes by a Liberal, but only
once and very briefly by a Socialist, ( i l l ) There was, on the
other hand, sufficient interest in the Congo on the part of
Joseph W auters, Minister of Labor, so that he traveled there
for three months, August to November 1923, observing for him
self the economic and social conditions under which both whites
and blacks made their living. “In the past”, he candidly admitted,
( ...) we have sharply criticized certain methods of colonization, but
one would have to be blind not to recognize with what genius, anticipa
ting the future, Leopold II struggled to make ours this immense colonial
Empire; and to me it seems well that Socialism, after him, is bringing
thither its disinterested civilizing influence. (112)
( 1 0 9 ) B e rtra n d : Politique Financière, pp. 25, 34.
(110) For example, Georges D upont , La Diffusion de la Doctrine Socialiste
au Congo Belge (Brussels, 1926). The author of this pamphlet, himself a resident
of the Congo for fifteen years, was urging young Socialists to go there and spread
the gospel of "true democracy and peace”, to counteract the effects of the
Leopoldian regime and the first three colonial ministries: of Jules R enkin , who
“simply made himself a vassal of the papacy” ; of Louis F ranck , who "saddled
the Congo with colonial capitalism” ; and of Henri C arton , who “combined both
the clerical and the financial interests”.
(111) T he Socialist was C raeybeckx , for a few days in March 1946. For
a complete list, see Guide des Ministères, 1956-7, pp. 73-83. Those whose
service lasted for more than a year were R enkin , 1908-18; F ranck (Lib.)
1918-24; C arton , 1924-6; J aspar , 1927-31; T schoffen , 1932-4; R ubbens ,
1935-8; D e V leeschauwer , 1938-45; G o dding (Lib.), 1945-7; W igny ,
1947-50; D equae , 1950-4; B uisseret (Lib.), 1954-8.
( 1 1 2 ) Joseph W auters : Le Congo au Travail (Brussels, 1924, p. 25). This
226-page book grew out of articles which he originally sent to Le Peuple during
his voyage.
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During the decade which followed the war, B e r t r a n d tried
two new types of writing in which we would expect to find some
indication of his attitude, whether changing or stationary, on the
colonial question. One was a weekly column in Le Soir, a news
paper which was not, like Le Peuple, the organ of a political
party but which featured under the title “Tribune Libre” articles
giving the views of all three major parties. A Catholic and a
Liberal member of Parliament had their respective days, and
B e r t r a n d took Saturdays beginning 13 December 1919 and
continuing till his retirement more than six years later. (113)
The other was his autobiography, Souvenirs d’un Meneur
Socialiste, which followed in 1927. (114) Both of these confirm
the impression already indicated that, while he had reached a
position of party leader and spokesman by the vigor with which
(among other things) he participated in the anti-Congo campaign
until 1908, this was no longer such a critical issue.
B e r t r a n d was able, for instance, to attend with reasonable
equanimity a meeting of Le Congrès Colonial in the Senate
Chamber on Saturday, 18 December 1920, at which the
king and the colonial minister spoke. King A l b e r t received
especially warm applause when he lauded his uncle and predeces
sor, L e o p o l d II.
Today the utility of colonisation is not contested, but a universally
recognized fact. Too long relegated to the second rank in our national
policy, it should now come to the forefront as part of our civilizing
mission. (115)

Nor was it the king’s remarks but those of M. F r a n c k to
which B e r t r a n d took exception in his next column for Le Soir.

( 1 1 3 ) Jules D estrée had preceded B ertrand as the Socialist writer in
Le Soil's "Tribune Libre”, only leaving it when named to a ministerial position.
(114) In vol. 2 , pp. 137-148, "Le Congo” constitutes a single 1 2 -page chapter
in a total of 55 chapters. The titles of the five major groupings of chapters will
indicate the proportionate emphasis which he placed on the subject when viewing
his whole career in perspective. Part 1 , “Mes Premières Années” (7 chs.);
Part 2 , "Dans la Mêlée Sociale” ( 1 1 chs.); Part 3, “Fondation du Parti Ouvrier
Belge, Lutte pour l’Egalité Politique, 1885-94” (9 chs.); Part 4, “Vingt Années
de Luttes politiques, sociales, et parlementaires, 1894-1914” (15 chs. including
the one on the Congo); Part 5, “La Guerre, l’Occupation allemande, l’Après
Guerre, 1914-26” (13 chs.).
(115) Le Soir, 19 Dec. 1 9 2 0 . B ertrand was there as a “minister of state” ,
a rank he acquired by serving in the first government following the return of
A lbert and his other ministers to Brussels in 1918.
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The minister had used the occasion to denounce government
ownership and operation of railways, saying that
(...) étatisme is bad in Europe and worse in colonies.

To this

Bertrand

retorted that

( ...) we have étatisme everywhere and it is not so bad, even in colo
nies. (116)

Here, as in the chapter of his Souvenirs devoted to the Congo
problem, appears a considerable mellowing of his attitude, com
pared with his mid-career fighting days.

V. CONCLUSION
It is evident that the attitude of the Belgian Socialists toward
colonialism continued, after B e r t r a n d ’s retirement, in the
direction of a realistic yet vigilant acceptance of the facts of
empire. Among the affiches or posters of the several parties in
the electoral campaign of 1929, the Socialists displayed one
referring to the Congo as “notre belle colonie”. In the summer of
I 956, the Socialist party held a congrès extraordinaire which ad
opted a 76-page Programme pour le Congo et le Ruanda-Urundi.
Affirming that the United Nations Charter in regard to colonial
matters coincided with
( ...) the doctrine which the Belgian Socialist movement has always
defended,

the party accepted

( ...) the primacy of the interests of the native populations

and the duty for Belgium so to educate them as

(...) to prepare them progressively for the autonomous management
of their affairs. (117)
( 1 1 6 ) “L’Etatisme”, by B ertrand , in Le Soir, 25 Dec. 1920. This was the
first time, in over a year that he had been writing in its “Tribune Libre”, that
he mentioned the Congo.
(117) Parti Socialiste Belge: Un Programme pour le Congo et le RuandaUrundi (Brussels, 1956, p. 14). Reports presented and principles adopted at a
congress on 30 June-1 July 1956.
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B e r t r a n d , it is true, never seemed to take pride in the fact
that the Congo colony was both belle and Beige, or to assume
any responsibility in designing a program of development for it
and the adjacent mandate. But if his own accommodation with
up-to-date colonialism was less complete than that of the younger
Socialists, he and his comrades during more than forty years of
political activity cannot justly be called blind or inflexible in
their attitude. Stubborn they often were; but their policy on the
colonial issue formed only part of the Labor Party’s total plan
of action, and they gave it time and attention which they would
have preferred to devote to other objectives. Very likely their
criticism of colonialism served indirectly to advance those causes,
too. As some of their domestic aims, like universal and equal
suffrage, and social and economic benefits for the workingman,
were realized, they had less reason to complain that the Congo
was a distraction from reforms needed at home. Regarding the
treatment of the African natives after 1908, the Socialists were
determined that the Leopoldian regime should give way to one
definitely more humane. (118) They were vigilant lest any of
the royalist, capitalist, clerical, and militarist flaws or dangers
which they had criticized in the old regime should be perpetuated
or recur in the new one. They were able in consequence to drop
gradually and tacitly, if not explicitly, their original six-point
indictment of colonialism already summarized, (119) as no
longer applicable.
Personally B e r t r a n d was slow to change his judgment of an
adversary whom he had once typed as a fortune-amassing capital
ist or a piously hypocritical moralist. L e o p o l d so far exceeded,
in his early estimation, any of the Socialists’ other opponents on
both these counts that the reader is startled by his revised ver
dict on the King-Sovereign in his Souvenirs. Here, less than two
decades after the death of the man whom in numerous speeches
and writings he had publicly pilloried as a pirate and a profligate,
B e r t r a n d found that L e o p o l d in his exploitation of the Congo
was half a Socialist without knowing it. Did not L e o p o l d
through the Domaine de la Couronne, which kept a great part
(118) See debates on the annual Congo budget; for example, in the Ch. Reps.,
Annales, 1908-9, under dates of 26 Nov., 17, 18 Dec. 1908; 30 July 1909;
Annales, 1909-10, under dates of 3, 10, 11, 16 Feb. 1910.
(119) See pp. 17-18 above.
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of the Congo for direct state enterprise, frustrate the private
capitalists who claimed their “freedom of commerce” in the entire
region? (120)
Finally, the reprise came after both the King-Sovereign and the
Socialist leader had for so many years, though for such diametri
cally opposite reasons, opposed it. Perhaps it was this fact of
a common defeat, even more than any fancied resemblance
between L e o p o l d ’s policies and Socialism, that led B e r t r a n d to
conclude his chapter about the Congo on this unexpectedly
magnanimous note:
History will commemorate his role in Africa and will acknowledge the
intellectual power of this empire-builder. (121)

(120) B ertrand : Souvenirs, v. 2, pp. 141-144.
(121) B ertrand : Souvenirs, v. 2, p. 148.
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